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Executive Summary
The Strategic Case forms the platform which supports the whole Single Stage Business Case
(SSBC). The Strategic Case must demonstrate that there are well understood problems and
opportunities that have substantial enough consequences to justify investment.
The Thorndon Quay Hutt Road (TQHR) corridor is a critical part of the road network in Wellington
providing a key northern connection to and from Wellington City. This corridor carries a significant
number of people and goods on a daily basis. It is the busiest bus route outside the Golden Mile
and is the busiest cycle route in the Wellington Region. The TQHR corridor is an arterial route and
connects the northern suburbs of Khandallah and Ngaio to Wellington and to State Highways 1
and 2 to the north. It has an important regional role being the main access route to the ferry
terminal and secondary access to CentrePort, as well as an alternative route to SH1 for general
traffic. The corridor is under pressure from growing transport demand and increasing conflicts
between cyclists, bus users, commercial and general traffic. A lack of continuous, dedicated and
safe cycle facilities is leading to poor safety outcomes for people on bikes.
Poor bus travel time reliability due to increasing conflicts between modes (particularly during the
AM peak) and poor infrastructure (stops, shelters, waiting areas and pedestrian access), makes it
less attractive to travel to/from and through the corridor by bus than by car or by train.
The Strategic Case outlines the status of the evidence in support of problem identification including
highlighting where the gaps are in existing evidence to inform the next phase of the SSBC
development.
TQHR is being developed alongside a similar SSBC for Golden Mile. The priorities for both these
projects are to support more people to take public transport or use active modes by:
▪

Making travel by bus to and through the central city faster and more reliable, and

▪

Creating a better environment for people walking and on bikes.

In addition, for TQHR, there is an important focus on safety and on efficiency and accessibility
for regional journeys, noting the important role the route plays as the alternative route to SH1
and to access the port facilities.
A recent case for change document produced for TQHR contains a significant amount of
information and data relating to issues along the corridor. In addition, a number of previous studies
and projects have been investigated along this corridor over the last ten years. In preparing this
Strategic Case this and other available data and information have been reviewed.
The project team, in discussions with the LGWM team and the Technical Working Group (TWG),
have concluded that previous data analysis and issue identification is robust and consequently
Investment Logic Map (ILM) workshops were not undertaken. The problem statements, objectives
and benefits have been identified, discussed and agreed with the LGWM team and the TWG as
follows:
Problem 1: Unreliable bus travel times result in a poor customer experience for existing and
potential bus users which reduces the attractiveness of and ability to grow travel by bus . (35%)
Problem 2: The current state of cycling facilities results in conflict between users, increases
risk and limits cycling attractiveness for increasing volumes of cyclists. (30%)
Problem 3: Poor quality of the street environment creates an unpleasant experience for a
growing volume of people reducing its attractiveness to walk and spend time in the area. (20%)

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Problem 4: High and growing traffic volumes combined with high speeds increases the
likelihood and severity of crashes. (15%)
The potential weighted benefits of successfully investing to address these problems were also
identified:
More reliable and attractive bus journeys between Ngauranga and the CBD (30%)
Increase the mode share of buses and active modes travelling along Hutt Road and
Thorndon Quay (30%)
Improve amenity and place value of Thorndon Quay (20%)
Improved vulnerable road user safety on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road (20%)

●
●
●
●

The importance of freight for the TQHR corridor has also been identified as a key consideration in
the assessment of options, with the need to maintain a similar level of access for freight and
people to the ferry terminal and CentrePort given prominence for this project. This will be assessed
in the Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) phases of the SSBC.
The five Investment Objectives for the project are:
IO1: Improve Level of Service for bus users including improved access, journey times and
reliability. Provide sufficient capacity for growth in public transport.
IO2: Improve Level of Service, and reduce the safety risk, for people walking and cycling
along and across Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
IO3: Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes on Hutt Road.
IO4: Improve the amenity of Thorndon Quay to support the current and future place
aspirations for the corridor/area.
IO5: Maintain similar access for people and freight to the ferry terminal / CentrePort.

●
●
●
●
●

Confirming the Case for Change
The problem statements are well supported by the available evidence. This is set out in the
summary (Table 1) as follows which also describes the cause and effect and gaps which will need
to be addressed in the following SSBC phases:
Table 1: Summary of Problems, Evidence Base and Gaps

Problem

Cause and Effect

Key points from the evidence base and
identified gaps

1

Cause: Buses are impeded by other
traffic using the same corridor and
intersection or crossing delay

▪
▪
▪
▪

Effect: A poorly performing bus
service that is unreliable, especially in
the southbound direction during the
AM peak. This makes it unattractive for
users

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

Level of service for buses is poor
Relatively high growth in forecast passenger
demands
longer than expected travel times and
variability
Bus stop congestion

Evidence is strong regarding the length of time the
bus service (Service 1) takes to negotiate the
corridor in the AM peak period.
Bus stop layout, interaction with general traffic,
intersection and pedestrian crossing delay are all
factors for which influence travel times and
reliability for buses.
Gap
▪
Level of customer satisfaction
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Problem

Cause and Effect

Key points from the evidence base and
identified gaps

2

Cause: A growing number of cyclists
travelling along the corridor without
space or suitable facilities to cater for
safe cycling.
Effect: Increased risk to cyclists of
coming into conflict with motor vehicles
and limits the uptake of cycling as a
mode of travel on this corridor

▪

Cause: Poor quality of the street
environment creates an unpleasant
environment for people reducing its
attractiveness to walk and spend time
in the area

▪

3

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

Effect: An increased safety risk to
pedestrians on Hutt Road and
Thorndon Quay (south of Moore Street
and north of Bordeaux Bakery) and a
lack of amenity is limiting the
attractiveness of walking as a mode of
travel

▪

Cause: High traffic flows (through the
corridor and accessing property) and
high speeds on Hutt Road

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

Thorndon Quay Safe System Assessment
Framework (SSAF) = significant safety risk for
cyclists:
– non-separated facility (no shared path)
– the busy nature of the road environment
– poor connections to adjacent facilities
– proximity to on-street parking and the
speed environment (greater than 30km/h)

▪

4

High growth in cycling demands
Lack of road space and route continuity along
the Thorndon Quay section of the route

Low pedestrian activity along the whole
corridor but is trending upwards
Pockets or clusters of pedestrian activity
along the corridor which are not well catered
for
High speeds and high traffic volumes on
some sections of Hutt Road
Lack of crossing points north of Thorndon
Quay
Lack of shelter and shade and things to see
and do on Thorndon Quay
Signalised intersections have poor (LOS D-E)
performance.
Lack of or unsuitable crossings on Hutt Road
The SSAF for Thorndon Quay shows that the
safety risk for pedestrians is greater than the
safety risk for vehicles
The reduced number of pedestrians as you
move north towards Jarden Mile along Hutt
Road reduces the safety risk for pedestrians

Hutt Road is a busy Arterial Road (AADT
18,000 ~ 30,000, HCV 1~4%)
Hutt Road is a key route to the ferry terminal
for freight and other traffic
Hutt Road has a posted speed limit of 80
km/h (Jarden Mile to Onslow Road) with a
narrow raised median separating opposing
traffic flow
The eastern side of Hutt Road has multiple
access points to commercial properties, some
with high traffic volumes, with turning traffic
conflicting with a high and growing number of
cyclists travelling through Hutt Road on the
cycleway and road
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Problem

Cause and Effect

Key points from the evidence base and
identified gaps

Effect: Increased safety risk and crash
severity for all road users

▪

▪

SSAF key safety risks are located at
intersections due to the frequency,
complexity, speed environment and
intersection form, as well as a high head on
crash risk in the 80km/h section of Hutt Road
given the limited separation
Gap - No assessment of effect of increased
pedestrians and cyclists as a result of Petone
to Ngauranga shared path

Conclusions
The following conclusions are made based on the findings in the evidence base:
▪

Provision of improved cycling infrastructure is required on Thorndon Quay to safely cater for
the existing and projected increases in cycling.

▪

Improvements to bus reliability particularly in the AM peak southbound direction is required in
order to make journeys by bus more attractive and help support mode shift.

▪

Focus on high pedestrian activity areas in terms of amenity and infrastructure provision needs
to be given for Thorndon Quay.

▪

Focus on road safety risk reduction for vulnerable users on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road and
vehicles on Hutt Road.

▪

In relation to safety improvements for vulnerable road users, further analysis and site-specific
investigation will be needed to ensure that interventions are well designed and targeted.

▪

Hutt Road is an alternative route to SH1 which provides resilience in the network in response to
short term incidents or events.

▪

Hutt Road is a strategic route for freight movements. Similar freight and people access to the
ferry terminal and CentrePort must be maintained.

Does this problem need to be addressed now?
There is strong evidence that the pressures on the corridor are causing issues at present
especially regarding safety and bus reliability. These issues are only going to become worse over
time as bus patronage, cyclist volumes and population continue to grow, placing additional
pressure on the TQHR transport system. There is also an opportunity to unlock latent demand for
travel by non-car modes by providing a more attractive alternative to the private motor vehicle. In
conclusion the problems and supporting evidence point to several significant issues that need to be
addressed now.
Is the problem specific to this investment?
LGWM has recognised the interconnected nature of a compact transport system such as
Wellington’s and responded accordingly through its recommended programme. This will be critical
in terms of providing a coherent and consistent network approach to the problems especially for
walking, cycling, bus and train travel. A broader perspective is also required to reflect the strategic
nature of Hutt Road and the function that it has of connecting to port facilities and providing
alternative (to SH1) access to Wellington City.
Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Recommendations
Based on the available evidence, investment in safety, regional resilience, bus reliability and
walking and cycling has a strong alignment with local, regional and national aims and objectives.
Modal shift is likely to be encouraged for commuter trips by bus or cycling. Bus reliability is most
severely affected in the AM peak southbound direction and is caused by a combination of factors
(intersection delays, crossing delays and bus stop layouts).
Likely recreational use for walking and cycling is currently unquantified, and may be difficult to
quantify as the current environment and wider walking and cycling connections (to the north of Hutt
Road) are not well suited to walking and cycling for leisure purposes. Therefore the scale of
recreational usage is unlikely to become apparent until any facility is provided and potentially the
Petone to Ngauranga shared path is completed.
It is recommended that the next phase of considering options via a Single Stage Business Case
(SSBC) is progressed with a focus on:
▪

Investigation and the development of options and the assessment of impacts.

▪

Quantification of the costs and benefits of the options using the NZ Transport Agency’s
Economic Evaluation Manual procedures.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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1

Let’s Get Wellington Moving

The Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) programme is an ambitious long-term multimodal
investment.
LGWM is a joint initiative between Wellington City Council, Greater Wellington Regional Council,
and the New Zealand Transport Agency. LGWM seeks to deliver an integrated transport system
that supports the community’s aspirations for how Wellington City will look, feel and function. The
LGWM focus area is from Ngauranga Gorge to the Airport, including the Wellington Urban
Motorway and connections to the central city, hospital, and the eastern and southern suburbs.
The LGWM programme objectives are as follows:

1.1

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road Project

The Thorndon Quay Hutt Road project is one the of LGWM’s Early Delivery interventions whose
benefits could be delivered relatively quickly and are not constrained by the scope of the larger
elements in the programme such as Mass Transit.
The Early Delivery workstream is aiming to develop and implement components of the LGWM
programme that are capable of progressing in the short-term (up to five years), ahead of the more
complex components of the wider programme of investment.
The purpose of the Early Delivery workstream is to demonstrate to the community and
stakeholders the direction of the wider programme and to pave the way for the larger programme
components that may follow.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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The LGWM priorities1 in the early delivery
programme are:
▪

Making travel by bus to and through the
central city faster and more reliable, and

▪

Creating a better environment for people
walking and on bikes.

Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road are part of
the critical northern route to and from the
city and as such the focus of early benefits
that could be achieved along this route were
identified as bus priority and reliability
improvements and safety improvements for
people cycling between the city and the
planned Ngauranga to Petone walking and
cycling link.
A problem definition and case for change
document was prepared for LGWM in 2019.
The document contains detailed analysis of
Level of Service (LOS) for Pedestrians,
Cyclists, Buses, Vehicles, and Parking and
other important information which helps
provide the evidence to support the
problems identified for the corridor. This
strategic case will eventually form part of the
Single Stage Business Case (SSBC) for
Thorndon Quay Hutt Road that will be
developed. The project area is Hutt Road
and Thorndon Quay as follows in Figure 1.

1

Case for Change Problem Statements
1.

The key problems for pedestrians are
related to safety and space south of Moore
Street, and the provision of safe crossings
north of the bus stop referred to as
“Bordeaux Bakery” (218 Thorndon Quay).

2.

The key problems for cyclists are safety
along the entire route and the lack of road
space and route continuity on Thorndon
Quay.

3.

The key problem for bus passengers is the
high travel time and variability along the
route, the key causes of problems are the
signalised intersections (and the Moore
Street pedestrian (zebra) crossing in the AM
peak).

4.

The key problem for vehicles is safety
along the route.

https://lgwm.nz/our-plan/early-delivery/

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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N

N

Figure 1: Geographic Extents of the Thorndon Quay & Hutt Road SSBC
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The extent of the project includes:
▪

SH1 Centennial Highway/ SH2/ Jarden Mile / Hutt Road Intersection

▪

Hutt Road

▪

Thorndon Quay

Note that the SH1 Centennial Highway / SH2 / Jarden Mile / Hutt Road Intersection will have a
focus on public transport operations and safety improvements for walking and cycling. This SSBC
will not address the other operational issues currently associated with this part of the transport
network such as the SH1 / SH2 northbound merge.
The Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road Case for Change report has been reviewed for the purposes of
informing this strategic case. Much of the material and evidence that would normally be included in
a strategic case has already been completed in the Case for Change. Therefore, the strategic case
that follows largely summarises the key information provided in that document supplemented by
additional analysis and data as undertaken by the project team. This strategic case also identifies
the potential gaps in the evidence that will need to be filled as part of the later stages of the Single
Stage Business Case (SSBC).
As part of the Business Case Approach, this document will form Part A of stage one of the twostage process followed for a the SSBC process (following completion of the Strategic Case).

Figure 2: Business Case Approach (Source: NZ Transport Agency, 2018)

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Stage one addresses Indicative Business Case (IBC) considerations. Stage two of the SSBC
confirms, develops and analyses the preferred option in more detail following the Detailed
Business Case (DBC) format. The two stages are combined to form a single output which is the
SSBC. The following diagram (Figure 3) illustrates the process:
Stage 1

Stage 2

Figure 3: Single Stage Business Case Process

This strategic case provides the following:
▪

Background

▪

Partners and Key Stakeholders

▪

Strategic Assessment

▪

Problem Definition and Evidence Base

▪

Strategic Context

2

Background

2.1

A Growing City

The population of Wellington City is forecast to grow from approximately 215,000 (2020) to
250,000 in 20432, an increase of around 35,000 people.
The northern suburbs is forecast to increase from approximately 73,500 (2020) to 84,700 (2043),
an absolute increase of over 11,000 and a percentage increase of over 20%. Note that these
estimates are based on the current ID3 projections (developed November 2019) that forecast
population within Wellington City of 250,000 by 2043. The northern suburbs have also seen the
highest growth rates in terms of population during the period 2013 to 2018.

2

https://forecast.idnz.co.nz/wellington (November 2019)

3

https://forecast.idnz.co.nz/wellington (November 2019)

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Another source of growth information is found within the Planning for Growth4 project currently
underway by Wellington City Council (WCC). A key message of this project has been that:
“In the next 30 years Wellington will be home to 50,000 to 80,000 more people. That’s going
to have a big impact on where, and how we live”
The population of the Wellington Region currently stands at around 560,000 people. The
population is forecast to increase to between 91,000 and 151,0005 people over the next 30 years.
Over 40% of the current 235,000 jobs in the Wellington region are in the central city. The high
concentration of employment in the central city attracts commut ers from the wider Wellington
region. Meaning that the attraction to Wellington by all modes of travel places pressure on the
transport system especially for travel to and from the north of the city along the major transport
corridors which include TQHR.

2.2

Transportation Growth

2.2.1 Bus
TQHR is the busiest bus corridor in Wellington (outside the Golden Mile) but is serving areas
(Churton Park, Grenada) with the lowest public transport mode share to Wellington CBD and high
car dependency.
Transport Modelling suggests that under a 30 year do-minimum scenario there could be between
45% and 55% growth in bus demand during the peak periods this is linked to the population growth
in the catchment areas for users of buses on TQHR. Without increased public transport capacity,
the forecast uptake may not eventuate as is it is assumed that buses will become overcrowded and
users will avoid travel by this mode.
Given the growth in demand, especially from the northern suburbs of Wellington, a step change in
public transport along the corridor is required to secure the networks’ future operations. Forecast
future growth in public transport usage will exacerbate existing bus-related issues, such as delays
to bus travel times in the peak periods. Indicative forecast modelling completed for LGWM
estimates the that range of expected growth for bus patronage, between two scenarios (one based
on recent trends, the second considers higher growth than has been experienced recently ) is as follows:
▪

1.3 to 2.1% growth per annum in the AM peak and inter-peak.

▪

1.8 to 2.3% growth per annum in the PM peak.

2.2.2 Cycling and E-Scooters
The opening of the Petone to Ngauranga cycleway has the potential to significantly increase the
number of cyclists along the corridor by 2025. The latest estimates (as April 2020) of current and
future use of the facility once opened are:
Weekday 2024 (estimated average two-way flows)
▪

661 cyclists per day

▪

1 device users (e.g. e-scooters, etc) per day

4

https://planningforgrowth.wellington.govt.nz/

5

https://wrgf.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/1190-GWRC-Framework-Report-APRIL-2020-02-1.pdf

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Weekday 2025 (estimated average two-way flows)
▪

1300 cyclists per day

▪

100 additional device users (e.g. e-scooters, etc) per day

Weekday 2035 (estimated average two-way flows)
▪

2600 cyclists per day

▪

205 device users (e.g. e-scooters, etc) per day

The weekend daily use estimates are higher in total numbers to that of the weekday in 2025, but
have less pronounced and differing peak periods. The estimates also assume that the number of
users will grow by 10% per annum between 2025 and 2030.
If the weekday growth in cyclists eventuates this would result in a possible doubling of daily cyclists
to 2,600 per day when comparing the forecast 2025 year flows to the forecast 2035 year flows
along the corridor which is significant step change and will drastically alter the future infrastructure
response required for cyclists.
2.2.3 Walking
The main area of pedestrian activity for TQHR is on Thorndon Quay due to the presence of retail,
proximity to the CBD and nearby educational facilities, the existing and forecast pedestrian flows
for Thorndon Quay are as follows:
▪

AM peak (7-9am) 2019 = 230

▪

AM Peak (7-9am) 2030 = 280

As can be seen above in 2030, during the busiest 7-9am weekday period, it is expected that 280
pedestrians will use Thorndon Quay. This is an increase of 20% from the 2019 values of 230.
The construction of the proposed Ngauranga to Petone cycleway may also attract additional
pedestrians, but this is expected to be low given the large distances for pedestrians between the
Hutt Valley and Hutt Road and Thorndon Quay. It has been assumed that for walkers/runners that
many of these users will walk or run only a portion of the path, mostly starting and finishing at the
Petone end.
2.2.4 General Traffic
Indicative forecast modelling6 completed for the LGWM compares the expected traffic growth on Hutt
Road (north of Aotea Quay) for two scenarios. The first scenario is based on recent trends, the second
scenario considers higher growth than has been experienced recently. The modelling has compared the
growth between 2013 and 2036.
The range of expected growth (between the two scenarios) is as follows:

▪

0-0.6% growth per annum in the AM peak.

▪

0.25-0.5% growth per annum in the inter-peak.

▪

0-0.2% growth per annum in the PM peak.

Overall the expected growth range is low to very low and can be assumed to be no change compared with
current demands during the period to 2036.

6

https://lgwm.nz/assets/Documents/Technical-Documents/Transport-Modelling/27-Lets-Get-Wellington-Moving-RPI-and-Indicative-Package-Modelling-

Report-LGWM.pdf
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These estimates exclude the growth that may be generated in freight demand as a result of the
construction of a new Multi User Ferry Terminal on Hutt Road. This project is described in more
detail in Section 2.4.3 of this report, if constructed it could result in a 150% increase in ferry based
car and truck movements on Hutt Road.
2.2.5 Train
Over the last five years rail travel has been growing at around 2.5% to 6% per annum and is
expected to continue. Rail upgrades that have been implemented over the last six years have had
a major effect in increasing rail patronage. The improving punctuality and reliability, improved
waiting facilities and improved service quality are considered to have been the key drivers of this
increase.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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2.3

The Thorndon Quay Hutt Road Corridor

The corridor under consideration for the Single Stage Business Case comprises of the following
roads:
●
●
●

Featherston Street (part)
Thorndon Quay
Hutt Road

N

Describing the corridor from south to
north, it commences at the
intersection of Featherston Street
and Bunny Street and continues
north into Thorndon Quay at the
signalised Mulgrave street
intersection, just north of the
Lambton Quay Bus Interchange.
Thorndon Quay extends northwards
to Tinakori Road where the Hutt
Road begins. Hutt Road then
continues north running parallel with
SH1 and the NIMT to the east until it
connects to Centennial Highway at
the bottom of Ngauranga Gorge.
The whole length of the combined
corridor is approximately 5km, with
Featherston Street/Thorndon Quay
being around 1.5km and Hutt Road
being around 3.5km long.
There are three distinct sections to
the corridor, with all sections
carrying high bus numbers and a
large number of AM and PM peak
cyclists.
The three sections can be described as follows:

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Featherston Street/Thorndon Quay: Featherston Street/Bunny Street to Davis Street –
Characterised by high pedestrian activity and peak hour cycling, parking demand for retail/leisure
and long term parking. High turnover land uses – retail stores, and a gym. Some residential in the
form of apartments. At the beginning of Thorndon Quay, the shops form the boundary between the
Pipitea/Government precinct and the transit and industry-focused Thorndon Mile leading out of the
city centre. Greenery in the existing streetscape finishes at the intersection of Mulgrave Street and
Thorndon Quay, where most buildings share boundaries and open spaces are limited. Proximity to
schools on Hobson, Pipitea and Murphy Streets means that there is significant school related
travel in this area.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Thorndon Quay: Davis Street to Tinakori Road – Moderate pedestrian activity, high cycle peak
activity, short term parking. High/medium turnover land uses – cafes, day care centre, vehicle
repairs, trades shops, large format retail – carpet store, furniture, plumbing supplies etc. Some
residential - apartments. This wide and straight piece of road is dominated by vehicles and car
parking on both sides of the street. The pedestrian realm is confined to basic and narrow footpaths
and cycleways with little or no reason to dwell or linger. Open spaces/setbacks in street frontage
are for car parking and retail access only.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Hutt Road: Tinakori Road to Ngauranga Gorge – low to minimal pedestrian activity, large format
retail at Kaiwharawhara Spotlight shop and PlaceMakers, high cyclist activity in the AM/PM peak.
Limited Residential along the corridor – although side roads access Ngaio and other residential
areas. Some pedestrian crossing activity at Ngaio Gorge intersection. Beyond Ngaio Gorge
virtually no pedestrian activity as road is sided by high bluff and railway corridor. However, pockets
of pedestrian activity at Jarden Mile in relation to employment land uses on the north-west of Hutt
Road. It is a long and narrow string of intermittent but heavily built islands wedged between the
steep hills and harbour. Pedestrian and cycleway amenities are exposed and safe connectivity
across the 4/5 lane road is sparse. It is a realm dominated by the vehicle and not favourable to the
human scale. Strong connections to Aotea Quay via the Aotea ramps on Hutt Road for access
to/from CentrePort and the ferry terminal especially for port freight and ferry freight/passengers.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Transport modelling has suggested that under a 30 year do-minimum scenario there could be
between 45% and 55% growth in bus demand during the peak periods. Given the growth demand
a step change in public transport along the corridor is therefore required to secure the networks’
future operations. Without increased public transport capacity, the forecast uptake may not
eventuate. Section 5.2.1 of this Strategic Case provides further details around bus travel issues for
this corridor.
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road together form a key arterial route connecting Wellington City with
the northern suburbs and the rest of the region. It is the busiest commuter cycling route in the city
and the busiest bus route outside the Golden Mile. The route runs parallel to SH1 between
Ngauranga and Aotea Quay providing an alternate route for general traffic.
In terms of amenity value the whole corridor could be considered of low value. However this may
change in the future especially for Thorndon Quay. Land use along the corridor is expected to see
transformation and intensification over the time horizon of the LGWM programme. Thorndon Quay
is an important gateway to the city and will become an increasingly sought-after location for high
density residential, office and other commercial uses. This has been seen during the past few
years with the amenity value of Thorndon Quay improving, mainly through the changes to retail
offerings in the area such as boutique homeware shops, small cafes and restaurants. This has
created a village feel to the area.
Further to this light industrial, depot and warehousing activities will, over time, be replaced by
higher order land use activities as land values rise. These changes will bring more demand for
public transport to and from Thorndon Quay, more pedestrian activity and more cycle demand. The
amenity of the Thorndon Quay area is also likely to further increase, especially near the CBD
where residential activity will drive expectations for a better street environment than at present.
2.4

Transport Context

The following sections describe the transport network in terms of its form, function and role in the
transport hierarchy for this corridor.
2.4.1 Featherston Street
This road is classified as an arterial road in the One Network Road Classification (ONRC) and has
a posted speed limit of 50km/h. The road carries around 17,000 vehicles per day (7% HCV) and
approximately 700-1300 cyclists per day. The road consists of two southbound lanes and one
northbound lane between the signalised intersections of Mulgrave Street and Bunny Street. The
formation of the road in terms of cross section is around 18m wide with 3.2 to 4m wide traffic lanes
and 1.5m wide on road cycle lanes.
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There is no direct vehicular access from the road. Pedestrian paths are provided both sides of the
road, but these are lower than the level of the road as they are ramped to connect into the subway
system that connects to the railway station/Bus interchange. The function of the road as an arterial
is to carry traffic to and from the CBD and is predominantly used by people living in the northern
suburbs and other local suburbs such as Thorndon. It is a key feeder road into the CBD section of
and access link to the station precinct. Featherston Street continues south into the CBD and
provide access to places of work and retail facilities.
2.4.2 Thorndon Quay
Thorndon Quay is an arterial road (ONRC) linking the northern suburbs of Wellington to the CBD
and has a posted speed limit of 50km/h. The road comprises two lanes, one in each direction and
has footpath on both sides of the road. There are three zebra crossing points along the length of
the road. The function of the road is a main arterial serving the northern suburbs of Wellington and
providing local access for the western suburbs of Thorndon and Pipitea.
The road also serves as access to retail and employment land uses with on road car parking and
driveway access points along the majority of the length of the road. The road is also a significant
bus route carrying several bus services including the high frequency number 1 service from
Johnsonville to Island Bay via Wellington CBD (Golden Mile) and Wellington Hospital. The TQHR
corridor is the busiest commuter cycling route carrying around 700-1,300 cyclists per day, the
range is due to an increasing number of cyclists closer to the CBD (southern) end of the TQHR
corridor versus the flows seen on Hutt Road (near Kaiwharawhara). Daily traffic flows are
approximately 12,000 per day of which approximately 8% are heavy class vehicles.
The formation of the road in terms of cross section is around 24m wide with a flush median/turning
lanes on the southern section and a central bus lane south of Moore Street. Traffic lanes are
around 3.7m wide. On street parking is either parallel parking or angle parking. Despite the road
being a busy cycle route there are no dedicated cycling facilities on the road. There is however an
AM peak (7-9am) urban clear way operation on the east side of the road catering for southbound
commuter cyclists.
2.4.3 Hutt Road
Hutt Road is an arterial road (ONRC) linking to Centennial highway to the north which links to the
State highway network of SH2 and SH1 via the Ngauranga interchange. Hutt Road has three
distinct sections which have differing features, cross sections and speed limits. The section
between Tinakori Road and the Aotea Ramps has a 50km/h speed limit and is a two lane, two way
road separated by a flush median and has on road parallel car parking. This road has numerous
access points to light industrial or large format retail goods such as homewares supplies and a
wine wholesalers.
From Aotea Ramps to Onslow Road the road comprises four lanes, two in each direction with a
posted speed limit of 60km/h. This section of road has light industrial land uses along the eastern
side of the road, including car sales, pet food stores, and large format retail stores. There are major
intersections along this road providing access to Ngaio and Khandallah. North of Onslow Road the
road continues as a four lane road, the flush median changes to small raised kerbed median and
the speed limit becomes 80km/h. This section of road has limited retail or side access with a bluff
on the western side of the road and shared path and NIMT on the east.
There is an off road cycle path/footpath along the whole length of the eastern side of Hutt Road.
Between Tinakori Road and just north of Onslow Road a high quality separate 4m wide cycle path
and 2m wide footpath is provided, beyond Onslow Road the cycle and pedestrian facilities continue
to Centennial Highway on the east side of the road as a 3m wide shared path. On this part of the
TQHR corridor the cycle route attracts around 700 cyclists per day making it the busiest cycle route
in the city.
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Traffic flows along the corridor fluctuate as traffic enters and exits the traffic streams. Generally,
traffic flows range from 8,000-30,000 vehicles per day, with 11% of these being HCV’s. Traffic
volumes are lower at the northern end of the corridor and increase toward Aotea ramps, beyond
the Aotea ramps (to the south) the volumes drop to around 11,000 vehicles per day. The Hutt
Road has an important function in providing access to the CBD and SH network for the western
suburbs of Wellington. From a wider regional and national perspective Hutt Road also has a key
function in providing access to the ferry terminal and as a secondary alternative access route to
CentrePort (SH1 and Aotea Quay being the primary route) as well as providing access to
Wellington CBD.
This is of key importance to freight for the movement of goods around New Zealand and between
the north and south islands. Approximately 400 trucks and cars utilise Hutt Road specifically to
access ferry services during the AM and PM peak periods at present. With the potential relocation
of the Multi User Ferry Terminal to Kaiwharawhara and the operation of larger Cook Strait ferries,
the number of trucks and cars using Hutt Road to access the ferry terminal has the potential to
increase by around 150% in the peak periods. This would be a worst case scenario assuming no
connections to SH1 via new on/off ramps at Kaiwharawhara. If an interchange is constructed at
Kaiwharawhara this has the potential to significantly reduce ferry based traffic volumes on Hutt
Road.
In terms of resilience the Hutt Road corridor provides an alternative route into and out of Wellington
and to CentrePort should there be a closure of SH1. Although Hutt Road is an important resilience
route, in response to short term incidents on SH1 and other parts of the road network, it is not the
lifelines route. The lifelines route in this area, as described in the Wellington Lifelines Project
Programme Business Case (2019)7, is the Wadestown to Johnsonville route. Hutt Road is also an
over-dimension route and hazardous goods route.
Bus services operate along Hutt Road with the major bus service being the Number 1 route. This is
a well populated bus service brining people from Johnsonville and the northern suburbs to and
from Wellington. The AM peak has the highest bus usage, peaking at around 2,800 passengers (2
hour period), the majority of which are southbound passengers.

7

https://wremo.nz/assets/Uploads/Wellington-Lifelines-PBC-MAIN-Combined-20191009.pdf
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2.5

Linked Projects

There are a number of other initiatives which are linked to the Strategic Case and need to be
considered in the further development of options and the longer term effects of investment
decisions. These are listed in the following Table 2.
Table 2 Linked Projects for Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road

Linked Initiative

Timeframe

Explanation/Linkage

Golden Mile (LGWM)

3-4 years

Improve bus convenience, travel times and reliability.

City Streets (LGWM)

5-10 years

Reallocation of road space on streets in the central
city to enable the transport system to move more
people with fewer vehicles and to improve access for
all modes
The Thorndon Quay corridor needs to be developed
with an understanding of the proposed provision for
cyclists on parallel or intersecting streets. For
example Bunny and Featherston Street.

Te Ara Tupua - Ngauranga to
Petone Cycleway (Waka Kotahi)

5-10 years

Multi-User Ferry Terminal

8 years

Connects to Hutt Road at north end and has potential
to increase cyclist numbers significantly along Hutt
Road and Thorndon Quay across a range of cyclist
users groups. This will require a high quality cycling
connection through the TQHR corridor and crossing
facilities at Jarden Mile.
The future ports working group is developing plans
for a Multi-User Ferry Terminal (MUFT) to replace the
current two single user ferry terminals, operated by
Interislander and Bluebridge.
The group consists of CentrePort, Waka Kotahi
KiwiRail, StraitNZ Bluebridge, Greater Wellington
Regional Council and WCC. One location of the
MUFT has been proposed as being located at
Kaiwharawhara with indicative vehicular access to
Hutt Road and SH1. The next steps in the project are
further business case and consenting work followed
by detailed design, procurements and construction
with opening of the facility expected in 2028.

MRT Station Precinct (LGWM)

10-20 years

Mass transit will improve travel choice through the
city with attractive public transport on a second spine
along the waterfront quays. Mass transit will include a
reconfiguration of the railway station precinct to
accommodate the new MRT system. This is likely to
interface with Featherston Street.

Lambton Quay Bus Interchange

Unknown

The bus interchange is likely to be altered through
private investor development. The details and timing
of this are unknown at present.
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Linked Initiative

Timeframe

Explanation/Linkage

Planning for Growth

2-3 years

Planning for Growth builds on the goals from Our City
Tomorrow and includes the development of a Spatial
Plan for the City as well as a full review of the
Wellington City District Plan. Will inform the future
likely urban growth areas within the corridor and the
external local areas that will influence travel
demands.

The Golden Mile project is likely to deliver bus travel improvements along with walking, amenity
and safety projects. Some bus services that use the Golden Mile continue to the bus interchange
and through to TQHR. This is where there could be some synergy between the two business
cases. The obvious gap between the two projects is the bus interchange which has been deemed
out of scope for both the TQHR and Golden Mile business cases. In developing options for this
business case there should be cross communication and collaboration between the Golden Mile
and TQHR project teams to determine the linkages and conflicts, risks and opportunities when
developing options.
3

Partners and Key Stakeholders

This section presents a summary of the stakeholder and community engagement that has been
undertaken to date as part of developing the LGWM programme. It highlights the critical partners
and stakeholders for the Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road project and their interests in the project.
3.1

Previous Engagement

Extensive engagement has previously been undertaken on the whole LGWM programme. This
project intends to leverage from these past experiences, knowledge and relationships.
In 2016, Option B from the Hutt Road Sustainable Transport Study was taken forward as the
recommended option for Hutt Road:
▪

Remove parking on the existing path and provide a consistent segregated (by markings) facility
along the length of Hutt Road. T2 lanes are recommended to be implemented in the AM peak
southbound and the PM peak northbound with off-peak clearway parking in the southbound
lane.

Engagement was undertaken by WCC in January 2016 by letter and in targeted workshops. Most
feedback was focused around a few central themes:
▪

Commuter car parking - general concern as to the availability of staff parking.

▪

Customer car parking - a couple of businesses which would not have on-street parking
immediately in front of their businesses expressed concern that parking further away may
discourage some customers.

▪

Route alignment - enquiries as to why the cycleway was not going to be located elsewhere
(hillside, by rail tracks.
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Formal public consultation was undertaken by WCC in March 2016. Written feedback is
summarised as follows:
▪

Safety issues with vehicles crossing cycle path haven’t been adequately addressed

▪

How does this fit in with the wider network?

▪

Route alignment not supported – should be by sea or other side of Hutt Road

▪

T2 lane not supported

▪

A clear separation between cyclists and pedestrians is needed

▪

Establish who has right of way, particularly at driveways

▪

Do not support removal of (so many) car parks

When asked about the individual proposed changes there was general support for all of them as
follows:
▪

for people on foot (75%)

▪

for people using buses (68%)

▪

for people on bikes (69%)

▪

to parking (60%)

▪

to provide a T2 transit lane (59%)

Common themes made in the comments to the question about the proposed changes to parking
included:
▪

Support investment in a multi storey/shared car park (12%)

▪

Support removal of more parking (10%)

▪

Prevent people parking on the cycle path (9%)

▪

Increase visibility of vehicles exiting driveways/provide a space to wait to access road that
doesn’t block path (9%)

▪

Ensure businesses have enough parking (8%)

▪

Support investment in a park and ride facility (7%)

Engagement undertaken by WCC in February 2017 included discussions with the Thorndon Quay
community regarding the proposal for roadside bike lanes and associated changes on Thorndon
Quay. This engagement consisted of a number of letter drops to businesses, open days and
workshops, as well as consultation on some proposed interim improvements between Davis Street
and Mulgrave Street. WCC obtained 316 submissions to this consultation, the majority of which
came from people who regularly travel along this street.
Those who supported the proposal expressed they would like safety issues due to angle parking to
be addressed. Those who did not support the proposal mostly had comments about the removal of
parking.
55% of submitters supported the proposal with changes, and commented on extending the bike
lanes north and making a better separation between people on bikes and people in cars. 68% of
submissions rated this bike connection as important or very important.
The top comment from people who thought the connection was of ‘high importance’, related to the
safety of people on bikes. The top comments from those that thought the connection was of low
importance believed there were higher priorities.
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An interim improvement for bikes was approved by Wellington City Councillors in 2018 that would
have converted the angle parking to parallel parking and marked on-road bike lanes between
Davis Street and Mulgrave Street in order to improve the safety of this section of Thorndon Quay in
both directions. It was planned this change would be made in conjunction with routine road sealing
work at the end of 2018. However, the road sealing work was not required as quickly as
anticipated, and this temporary change was not made.
During this engagement period, Council Officers were also asked to consider developing an
alternative bike route closer to the harbour (i.e. utilising Aotea Quay), and therefore moved the
focus away from competing space allocations (cycling/parking/bus priority) on Thorndon Quay.
There are a number of reasons Aotea Quay and the space behind Thorndon Quay are not viable
options, including challenges with limited space, land ownership issues, earthquake resilience
issues, and existing Infrastructure challenges such as crossing railway lines.
Despite a challenging engagement process, success for active modes has been achieved in part
on Hutt Road, where a new walking path and separate bi-directional cycling path officially opened
on 11 November 2019. Previously, walkers and cyclists shared the path between the Caltex Fuel
Stop and the Thorndon Quay / Tinakori Road intersection. The new paths in time will be part of the
Te Ara Tupua, the Wellington to Hutt Valley cycling and walking route. There is a long term aim
that cyclists will be able to travel safely between Wellington Airport and the Wairarapa, with many
parts of this project already complete / under construction.
Engagement included a series of letters, drop in sessions and two open days prior to a formal
feedback period. 991 people provided feedback before consultation closed and Councillors heard
45 oral submissions from the public at a Transport and Urban Development Committee meeting in
May 2016.
3.2

TQHR Engagement

During the development of this Strategic Case, New Zealand was placed at Level 4 alert by the
Government in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. This means that people were instructed to
stay at home except for essential travel for essential goods – such as to purchase food from the
supermarket. This made conventional engagement methods, such as face to face meetings with
reference groups and public open days, not possible during this period. However, with the easing
of restrictions at alert Level 2 it became possible to undertake engagement. Subsequently, an
initial on line stakeholder briefing meeting was held on 28 May 2020. Further stakeholder
meetings were carried out in early June. A presentation was provided to these stakeholders,
similar to the stakeholder online meeting above, where the project was introduced, key issues were
presented and the option themes that informed the long-list were described.
Initial engagement with the general public began in late May 2020 via Social Pinpoint8 / Social
Media. Bus drivers were also asked to provide technical feedback via social pinpoint in order to
better understand which areas of the route are most challenging (e.g. bus stop areas too short / in
the wrong location etc). The Social Pinpoint site had about 700 total visits, and about 13,400
interactions (comments left or likes etc) with a diverse range of comments and observations across
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road. The majority of comments received on the Social Pinpoint site are
focussed on the safety of road users (in particular cyclists), as well as the issues at crossing and
caused by angle parking.
The next steps in stakeholder engagement are to hold formal public engagement for the short
listed options during early 2021 which will be preceded by presentations to key stakeholders.

8

https://nzta.mysocialpinpoint.com/lgwm-thorndonhutt#/sidebar/tab/about
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3.3

Partners and Stakeholders for Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road

The full list of stakeholders and partners for this project is extensive and therefore just the Initial list
of key partners and stakeholders is set out as follows:
▪

Advocacy groups- cycle aware, residents associations, public transport

▪

KiwiRail

▪

Centre Port

▪

Waka Kotahi

▪

WCC

▪

GWRC

▪

Bus operators

▪

Freight

▪

Emergency services

In addition to the above there will be other stakeholders and partners which fall into the following
groups:
▪

Property Owners

▪

Business Owners

▪

Retail Operators

▪

Commuters

▪

Public Transport Customers
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4

Strategic Assessment - Outlining the Need for Investment

A large body of work has been available for the TQHR project. Therefore it is not the intention of
this strategic case to repeat this work verbatim. Instead the key areas or evidence that are most
relevant and significant for the corridor have been summarised in the sections that follow in order
to provide a compelling case for change. The available studies and case for change work which
preceded this business case document has also been used to inform and contribute to the gap
analysis that has been undertaken. Where gaps have been found these are identified and
discussed in the sections that follow.
4.1

The Case for Change

A case for change9 document was prepared in advance of the Thorndon Quay Hutt Road project
commencing. The document was prepared on behalf of the LGWM team and provided detailed
evidence and analysis of issues along with the assessment and identification of the current level of
service for the different users of the route which include:
▪

Pedestrians

▪

Cyclists

▪

Buses

▪

Vehicles

▪

Parking

In the Case for Change document the level of service performance was used to guide the
identification of the key problems for Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road. The Case for Change
identified that the most significant problems are those for cyclists and buses and that these
problems are expected to worsen given the anticipated future demands.
A review of this document and the evidence provided within has been carried out to test the
problems statements and in order to feed into a desktop Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) exercise
to identify problems, benefits and to prepare investment objectives.
4.2

Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road – Why the Change?

Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road are arterial roads linking the northern suburbs of Wellington to the
CBD and also connecting the more distant settlements such as Porirua, the Kāpiti Coast and Hutt
Valley. A significant number of people move through the corridor (approximately 30,000 to 50,000)
on a daily basis which on a typical weekday is for employment and educational purposes. The
predominant modes of travel through the corridor are motor vehicles, buses and cyclists. The
TQHR corridor is the only formed cycle route into the city from the north as cycling is not permitted
on the SH1 Motorway. The corridor is also a freight route providing access to the ferry terminal and
CentrePort via the Aotea Quay interchange on Hutt Road.
Land-use along the route is extremely varied with a mix of residential, commercial, industrial, retail
and education activities. It is the busiest commuter cycling route the city and the busiest bus route
(around 10,000 bus passengers per day) outside the Golden Mile. The route runs parallel to SH1
between Ngauranga and Aotea Quay providing an alternate route into the CBD for traffic.

9

Thorndon Quay / Hutt Road Problem Definition and Case for Change (LGWM) 4 October 2019
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The route is a key freight route of national significance predominantly due to the connection to the
ferry terminal via Hutt Road. It also serves as the over-dimension and hazardous goods route to
and from the city.
4.3

Thorndon Quay

Thorndon Quay is home to a diverse mix of land-use including residential, commercial, industrial,
retail and education activities. Over 30,000 users travel along Thorndon Quay each day (for more
detailed data refer to Section 5.2 of this report). The approximate mode split is:
▪

55% Private vehicles (Approx. 1% is freight – large HCV’s)

▪

30% Bus

▪

5% Cycle

▪

10% Pedestrians

For the majority of its length Thorndon Quay is 24 metres wide from boundary to boundary. This
space is primarily allocated to motor vehicles (loading zones, metered parking and general traffic
lanes) but is shared by large numbers of cyclists and buses with the remainder of the space given
over to footpath.
Overall the current key issues for Thorndon Quay are the over representation of cycle users in
crash casualties and the lack of dedicated road space for cyclists and buses. Forecast future
growth in public transport usage will exacerbate the bus-related issues and the opening of the
Petone to Ngauranga cycleway will increase the number of cyclists along the corridor. More detail
and explanation of the data collected and analysed for Thorndon Quay is contained in Section 5 of
this report.
4.4

Hutt Road

The land-use along Hutt Road is predominantly commercial, industrial and retail. Due to the
topography and proximity to the rail corridor, land-use is typically on one side of the road across its
length. Over 50,000 users travel along Hutt Road each day (for more detailed data refer to Section
5.2 of this report). The approximate mode split is:
▪

75% Private vehicles (Approx. 4% is freight – large HCV’s)

▪

20% Bus

▪

3% Cycle

▪

2% Pedestrians

For the majority of its length, Hutt Road is 22.5 metres wide from boundary to boundary. This
space is primarily allocated to motor vehicles (general traffic lanes), pedestrians and cyclists. The
motor vehicle lanes are shared by large numbers of buses.
Overall the current key issues are the over representation of cycle users in crash casualties and
the lack of dedicated road space for buses. Forecast future growth in public transport usage will
exacerbate the bus-related issues.
The opening of the Petone to Ngauranga cycleway has the potential to significantly increase the
number of cyclists along the corridor by 2025. It is estimated that the number of users will grow by
10% per annum between 2025 and 2030. This will increase the risk to cyclists particularly on Hutt
Road where the cycleway crosses accesses to commercial land uses and on Thorndon Quay due
to the lack of dedicated cycling facilities.
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As stated in Section 2.4.3 around 400 trucks and cars utilise Hutt Road specifically to access the
ferry terminal during the AM and PM peak periods at present. With the potential relocation of the
Multi User Ferry Terminal increasing peak ferry traffic flows by around 150%.
Overall there is significant and growing demand for travel on Hutt Road across a range of travel
modes and limited space to accommodate all of these demands. Congestion is present at some of
the main intersections along Hutt Road and this results in delays to all traffic including time critical
travel modes such as bus and ferry/port freight operations.
More detail and explanation of the data collected and analysed for Hutt Road is contained in
Section 5 of this report.
4.5

Freight

Freight includes anything transported as part of a commercial arrangement – from a courier
delivery to the movement of logs, containers and heavy machinery. Over the period 2012-2017/18
the amount of freight transported throughout New Zealand has increased by around 18%.
However, there have been some major growth areas within this overall freight trend including the
growth in the movement of logs, aggregates and manufactured and retail goods.
In general with the exception of logs, the volumes of agricultural products have not increased substantially
between 2012 and 2017/18 reflecting the slowing down of the growth of milk production and the continued
decline of meat production in volume terms. The growth in the volumes of concrete and aggregates reflect
the expansion of the construction industry with growth in investment in infrastructure and commercial and
residential buildings. The growth in manufactured and retail goods reflects the continuing growth of these
sectors in part evidenced by the high rate of growth of imports which form an essential component of this.
Road transport is the major mode carrying about 93 per cent of the total tonnes carried and 75 per cent of
the tonne-kms.

Freight trips to and from the Wellington region in 2017/18 amounted to 11.2 and 13.1 million
tonnes respectively, while purely internal (within the Wellington region) road and rail trips carried
8.8 million tonnes10.
Wellington is a major freight hub between the North and South Islands and for the export of bulk
freight (predominantly primary products). SH1 and the NIMT railway line are the main transport
corridors for freight to the region from the North Island. Other types of coastal shipping carry freight
from Wellington’s CentrePort to other New Zealand or international ports. There is a significant
volume of log freight from the lower North Island to Wellington’s CentrePort.
In Wellington, road freight is affected by traffic congestion in urban areas as well as slow and
variable travel times along SH1 and SH2. Access to the ferry terminal and CentrePort is capacity
constrained at certain times of the day, with conflicts between freight and commuter traffic a
significant issue. Limited physical capacity at the port and ferry terminals themselves is also a
constraint likely to affect freight efficiency and future growth.
While as a percentage of total freight tonnage freight to/from Wellington Airport is currently low, the
time-critical nature of air freighted goods means that effective and reliable road access to the
airport for freight is important.

10

Ministry of Transport. “National Freight Demand Study” March 2017/18. https://www.transport.govt.nz/mot-resources/freight-

resources/nationalfreightdemandsstudy/
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Much of Wellington’s freight movement consists of short trips within the region. This includes
freight trips between key industrial and distribution hubs within the region, the movement and
distribution of goods related to Wellington’s service and retail industries, and other light freight
movements such as home deliveries. This type of freight movement is affected by congestion on
strategic roads to/from the port, but also on routes across central Wellington city and on other parts
of the local road network.
Moving freight from road to rail is really only feasible and practical for some longer distance bulk
freight, but is important to support an efficient transport system with associated decongestion,
safety and environmental benefits.
As the capital city and a major urban hub, much of Wellington’s freight movement consists of short
trips within the region. This includes intra-regional freight trips between key industrial and
distribution hubs, the movement and distribution of goods related to Wellington’s service and retail
industries, and other light freight movements such as home deliveries. This type of freight
movement has different characteristics and needs compared with longer distance and higher
volume bulk freight. It is affected by congestion on strategic roads to/from the port, but also on
routes across central Wellington and on other parts of the local road network.
Hutt Road has a mix of predominantly light industrial and retail land uses along the eastern side of
the road. For example these include car sales, a pet food store, and large format retail stores.
Thorndon Quay is lined with a varying mix of commercial premises along both sides of the road
including furniture stores, cafes, gym’s and car mechanics. This means that the corridor is used by
both HCV freight and also a significant amount of smaller freight vehicles.
Traffic flows along the corridor fluctuate as traffic enters and exits the traffic streams. Generally,
traffic flows range from 8,000-30,000 vehicles per day, with up to 4% of these being HCV’s. Traffic
volumes are lower at the northern end of the TQHR corridor and increase toward Aotea Ramps,
beyond Aotea Ramps the volumes drop to around 11,000 vehicles per day.
The potential relocation of the MUFT to Kaiwharawhara and the operation of larger Cook Strait
ferries, the number of trucks and cars using Hutt Road to access the ferry terminal has the
potential to increase by around 150% in the peak periods.
In terms of resilience for freight the Hutt Road corridor provides an alternative route into and out of
Wellington and to CentrePort should there be a closure of SH1 and avoid the use of tunnels for
over-dimension loads and vehicles.
The Hutt Road section of the TQHR corridor is of key importance to freight for the movement of
goods around New Zealand and between the north and south islands and therefore there is a need
to maintain access to:
▪

The ferry terminal and CentrePort.

▪

Wellington CBD

▪

properties along the corridor
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5

Problem Definition and Evidence Base

5.1

Overview

This section explains how the ILM process was used during the development of the Strategic Case
to frame the issues and opportunities using a series of problem statements to help shape the story.
In view of the recently completed Case for Change document, data and evidence, LGWM felt that
this was sufficient to enable the Problem Statements, Benefits and Investment Objectives to be
defined without the need to carry out a formal Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) workshop. Instead
the ILM was carried out with the project team and then presented to the Technical Working Group
and other key stakeholders for agreement or modification. Following discussions with the TWG and
key stakeholders the following problems statements and benefits were agreed:
▪

Problem 1: Unreliable bus travel times result in a poor customer experience for existing and
potential bus users which reduces the attractiveness of and ability to grow travel by bus.

▪

Problem 2: The current state of cycling facilities results in conflict between users, increases
risk and limits cycling attractiveness for increasing volumes of cyclists.

▪

Problem 3: Poor quality of the street environment creates an unpleasant experience for a
growing volume of people reducing its attractiveness to walk and spend time in the area.

▪

Problem 4: High and growing traffic volumes combined with high speeds increases the
likelihood and severity of crashes.

The potential weighted benefits of successfully investing to address these problems were also
identified:
▪

More reliable and attractive bus journeys between Ngauranga and the CBD (30%)

▪

Increase the mode share of buses and active modes travelling along Hutt Road and Thorndon
Quay (30%)

▪

Improve amenity and place value of Thorndon Quay (20%)

▪

Improved vulnerable road user safety on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road (20%)

The importance of freight for the TQHR corridor has also been identified as a key consideration in
the assessment of options, with the need to maintain a similar level of access for freight and
people to the ferry terminal and CentrePort given prominence for this project. This will be assessed
in the Multi Criteria Assessment (MCA) phases of the SSBC.
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At this stage of the project the TWG and project team agreed that detailed KPI’s would be defined
at a later stage in the project once sufficient data and analysis had been completed. This approach
will enable sufficiently accurate and robust KPI’s to be developed with a thorough understanding of
current performance and realistic aspirational goals. Table 3 as follows set outs the benefit,
investment response and measure.
Table 3 Strategic Case Investment KPIs

Benefit

Investment Response

Measure

Description,
method, and
frequency

More reliable and attractive
bus journeys between
Ngauranga and the CBD

Increased Patronage

Increased number of
boardings

To be determined

Improved Customer
Experience

Customer satisfaction
survey

To be determined

Improved Reliability

Travel Time Buffer Index

To be determined.

Increased mode share
for non-car modes

Sufficient capacity for
growth

To be determined.

LOS for cyclists
measured by facility
provided

Improved cycling LOS

To be determined.

LOS for pedestrians
measured in delay at
crossings and width of
facility.

Improved pedestrian LOS

To be determined.

Increased pedestrians
and improved customer
experience

Alignment with the
Movement and Place
Framework

To be determined.

Post Occupancy Survey
and Evaluation

To be determined.

Reduce vulnerable user
Dsi crash risk.

To be determined.

Increase the mode share
of Buses and active modes
travelling along Hutt Road
and Thorndon Quay

Improve amenity and place
value of Thorndon Quay

Improved vulnerable road
user safety on Thorndon
Quay and Hutt Road

Improved Safe System
Assessment Risk Score
for vulnerable users

Reduce vehicle Dsi crash
risk on Hutt Road.

Figure 4 as follows illustrates the agreed ILM map (also reference Figure 17 for the linkage
between problems, benefits and the investment objectives, including freight considerations):
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Figure 4: Investment Logic Map
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5.2

Presenting the Evidence

This section presents the evidence supporting the problem statements, using a cause and effect
structure. The evidence that follows each problem statement is a summary of the Case for
Change.
5.2.1 Problem Statement 1: Unreliable bus travel times result in a poor customer experience
for existing and potential bus users which reduces the attractiveness of and ability to
grow travel by bus.

PS1 - Cause and Effect
The cause of this problem is defined as buses being impeded by other traffic using the
same corridor and intersection or crossing delay. The effect of this is a poorly
performing bus service especially in the southbound direction during the am peak. This
makes it unattractive for users and limits the ability to grow bus travel.

5.2.2 Key Evidence of this includes:
Summarising the evidence presented in the Case for Change document (which largely focuses on
the number one bus service (Johnsonville West/Churton Park/Grenada Village - Island Bay)) and
supplementing this with additional analysis, the following trends can be identified:
▪

The AM peak has the highest bus usage, peaking at around 2,800 passengers (2 hour period),
the majority of which are southbound passengers.

▪

Passenger numbers increase moving south along the route (mainly due to the services that
use Onslow Road and Kaiwharawhara Road). In the southern-most section the numbers
reduce slightly in the peak periods due to the higher numbers of people alighting.

▪

Bus Service 1 (southbound) is a relatively high speed bus route. However, it is the route with
the greatest difference between Inter-peak and AM travel times. Also, the AM peak period has
the highest variability in travel times for this bus route.

▪

Outside the peak periods, passenger demands are relatively constant along the route
suggesting low demand for stops along the route – noting that it is likely that some stops will
have higher demands than others and the demands may be higher than peak demands e.g.
Moore Street Stop picking up school children in the afternoon.

Bus Speed and Travel Times
As mentioned in the bullet points above the average travel times (and variability) are highest in the
AM peak southbound peak periods. The other commuter peak periods are all relatively similar. The
interpeak periods have the lowest average travel times and variability (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Bus Travel Times by Time of Day (average with 15th/85th percentile error bars)

Figure 6: Southbound Travel Time Along Route at Different Times of the Day (average drive and dwell times)
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Similarly, for the northbound peak periods, travel times along the route are relatively consistent in
the northbound direction. The dwell time at the Ngauranga stop is relatively significant especially in
the PM peak. (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Northbound Travel Time Along Route at Different Times of the Day (average drive and dwell times)
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Figure 8: Comparison Between Expected and Actual Average Drive Time Based on Theoretical Free Flow Speeds and
Average Bus Stop Use (southbound)

Figure 8 compares the expected and actual average drive time based on theoretical free flow
speeds and average bus stop use (northbound). Figure 8 shows that generally the expected and
actual drive times are consistent. In both peaks, the actual average drive times are significantly
higher than expected at Ngauranga and Kaiwharawhara and to a lesser extent at Davis Street,
Thorndon Quay and Rangiora Avenue.
At Ngauranga and Kaiwharawhara the differences in drive time are expected to be largely related
to the Jarden Mile and Kaiwharawhara Road intersections respectively. The reasons for the delays
at Davis Street, Thorndon Quay and Rangiora Avenue are less obvious and could include parking
vehicles and pedestrian crossings for the southern sections.
In the AM peak, the actual average drive times are significantly higher than expected approaching
the following stops:
▪

Ngauranga

▪

Rangiora

▪

School Road

▪

Davis Street

▪

Capital Gateway
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Figure 9: Comparison Between Expected and Actual Average Drive Time Based on Theoretical Free Flow Speeds and
Average Bus Stop Use (Northbound)

In the PM peak the actual average drive times are significantly higher than expected at Ngauranga
and Rangiora Avenue to a lesser extent. At Ngauranga and School Road the differences in drive
time are expected to be largely related to the Jarden Mile and Kaiwharawhara Road intersections
respectively. The delays at Capital Gateway and Davis Street are expected to be due to delays
associated with the Moore Street pedestrian crossing.
With regard to the Moore Street zebra crossing a review of this area points to a complicated
situation in which the stop layout and interaction with the zebra crossing/proximity are contributing
factors in bus delay, along with high numbers of pedestrians using the crossing – especially at the
start of the school day. Further analysis and investigation will be required during later stages of the
business case to clearly define this problem.
There is no obvious reason for the difference at Rangiora Avenue except potentially for congestion
extending back from the Kaiwharawhara Road intersection. In the AM peak at Davis Street and
Capital Gateway the recorded dwell times are significantly higher than expected indicating potential
issues with bus-stop congestion, general traffic congestion and the Moore Street pedestrian
crossing. In both peaks, at Ngauranga, the recorded dwell times are significantly higher than
expected. This is expected to be as a result of intersection delay given the close proximity of the
stop to the stop line at the intersection.
The majority of stops along the route are recessed out of the traffic lane with substandard entry
and or exit tapers so have the potential for delays to occur. This issue is exacerbated at stops with
angle parking adjacent, where the buses are recessed up to 5.5m instead of the more typical 2.1m.
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Two of the most constrained stops are the Capital Gateway pair, where the southbound stop has a
recessed length of less than 20m compared with a desirable 39m for a single bay bus stop. This
stop is also the busiest stop on the route.
There is insufficient information available to calculate the impact on bus operation due to the
substandard (recessed/length and tapers) bus stop layouts. However, it is expected to be
reasonably significant especially at busy stops during peak times. There are significantly higher
delays at the Kaiwharawhara intersection southbound AM peak and the Jarden Mile intersections –
in both directions during the PM peak. There are moderately higher delays at the Mulgrave Street
intersection and the Jarden Mile intersections northbound during the AM peak and lower delays at
the Kaiwharawhara and Onslow Road intersections northbound in the AM peak.
Buses can also encounter delays / congestion at the following zebra crossings:
▪

Rangiora Avenue pedestrian crossing

▪

Bordeaux Bakery pedestrian crossing

▪

Davis Street pedestrian crossing

▪

Moore Street pedestrian crossing

Further assessment is required to quantify the proportion of delay attributable to each crossing, but
it is possible to understand (at a high level) where traffic delays are occurring along the corridor.
Using TomTom data (2019), which has been sorted into hour-long time slots, it is possible to
illustrate potential delays by location, in both directions of travel and by time of day. This data is
particularly useful to understand the impact on buses in relation to the bus attractiveness and
reliability IO for the project and also to understand the effects of delay to freight. Figure 10
illustrates travel speeds in the southbound direction with the red and black colours indicating areas
where traffic is slowed to less than 20km/h or stopped on Hutt Road and Thorndon Quay. Note that
Figure 10 covers the entire corridor but it is not to scale.

Figure 10: TQHR Corridor – Southbound Travel Speeds (Tom Data)
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As can be seen in Figure 10 there are several locations where traffic is slowed or queued at certain
times of the day. The insights that this data provides are summarised as follows:
▪

Jarden Mile/Ngauranga Gorge Intersection - Delays at this intersection appear to occur in the
PM peak in the southbound direction. At other times of the day the delay is not significant.

▪

There are currently negligible delays at Onslow Road (seagull intersection - through movement
not controlled) and Rangiora Avenue (ped crossing with anecdotally low numbers).

▪

Kaiwharawhara Road/Hutt Road Intersection – Delays occur at the intersection in the AM peak
period. This slower speed extends to the north indicating that a queue or slow moving traffic is
present at the intersection on Hutt Road. For the remainder of the day the intersection appears
to operate efficiently.

▪

Aotea Quay Ramps – Traffic is slowing in this location although there is no intersection
present. The slowing of traffic here could be due to the diverging of traffic and weaving
movements around the off ramp.

▪

Sar Street and Tinakori Road - Delays at Tinakori Road appear to be occurring in the
southbound direction in the AM peak period. This is possibly due to heavy right turn volumes at
Tinakori Road with a queue which extends beyond the turn lane, causing blocking back into the
southbound through lane.

▪

Davis Street – Delays at the intersection can be seen during the AM peak period. This is
potentially as a result of the zebra crossing.

▪

Moore Street – Delays at the intersection can be seen during the AM peak period. This is
potentially as a result of the zebra crossing which is very busy during the AM peak period and
the close proximity of the bus stop to the crossing.

▪

Mulgrave Street – Delays at the intersection appear to be worse in the southbound AM peak
than in the PM peak.

Figure 11 illustrates the travel speeds in the northbound direction with the red and black colours
indicating areas where traffic is slowed to less than 20km/h or stopped on Hutt Road and Thorndon
Quay. Note that Figure 11 covers the entire corridor but it is not to scale.

Figure 11: TQHR Corridor – Northbound Travel Speeds (Tom Data)
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Figure 11 indicates the locations where traffic is slowed or queued at certain times of the day, the
insights that this data provides is summarised as follows:
▪

Jarden Mile/Ngauranga Gorge Intersection - Delays at this intersection appear to occur in the
PM peak period in the northbound direction. At other times of the day the delay is not
significant.

▪

Onslow Road – appears to be some minor delays in the northbound direction in the AM and
PM peak periods. This is due to all movements in the northbound direction being under signal
control.

▪

Kaiwharawhara Road/Hutt Road Intersection – Delays occur at the intersection throughout the
day, and appear to be slightly worse in the PM peak (5-6pm).

▪

Aotea Quay Ramps – Do not appear to cause any delays to northbound traffic.

▪

Tinakori Road - Appear to show delay in the northbound direction all day which should not, in
theory, occur at a give way controlled intersection and this may be an anomaly. However, there
may be the possibility that traffic heading north is slowing or stopping to make the tight left turn
into the intersection or slowing or stopping to allow traffic to turn right.

▪

Bordeaux Bakery – Delays at the intersection can be seen throughout the day. This is
potentially as a result of the zebra crossing and as a result of the side friction through this part
of the corridor.

▪

Moore Street – Delays at the intersection can be seen during the AM and PM peak period. This
is potentially as a result of the zebra crossing.

▪

Mulgrave Street – Delays at the intersection appear to be worse in the northbound peak than in
the AM peak period.

Bus Demand
Figure 12 as follows shows the historic passenger demands in the AM peak on Thorndon Quay as
counted in the annual cordon surveys. The trendline indicates that bus passengers are increasing
by approximately 60 passengers per year in the AM peak period (approximately 2% growth per
annum based on the 2019 numbers).
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Figure 12 : Background Bus Passenger Growth (2000-2019)

Indicative forecast modelling completed for the LGWM project has compared the expected traffic
growth on Hutt Road (north of Aotea Quay) for two scenarios. The first scenario is based on recent
trends, the second scenario considers higher patronage growth than has been experienced
recently. The modelling has compared the growth between 2013 and 2036. The range of expected
growth for bus patronage (between the two scenarios is as follows:
▪

1.3-2.1% growth per annum in the AM peak and inter-peak

▪

1.8-2.3% growth per annum in the PM peak

Overall the expected growth range for bus patronage is relatively high.
Bus Stop Spacing
The location of bus stops along Thorndon Quay are closely spaced and have overlapping
catchment areas. This is likely to be creating unnecessary delays to bus services by stopping too
frequently as bus stops are located too close to each other. This is illustrated by the following
catchment analysis.
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Figure 13: Thorndon Quay - Existing Bus Stop Catchments

As can be seen in Figure 13 the catchment areas have some overlap indicating that this is
potentially adding to delays to bus services especially in the AM peak (southbound).
Safety
In terms of safety review of the CAS database for the 10 year period 2010-19 shows that there are
a low number of bus crashes (injury crashes) on the TQHR corridor. These are focussed at the
southern end of Thorndon Quay around Mulgrave Street and in the northern section of Hutt Road.
A Safe System Assessment Framework11 (SSAF) for vehicles has been undertaken for this stragic
case and can be interpretated as giving rise to similar results for buses as a user group. Based on
the SSAF for vehicles (also applicable for buses) the key safety risks are located at intersections in

11

Austroads Research Report AP-R509-16
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the TQHR corridor due to the frequency, complexity, speed environment and intersection form, as
well as a high head on crash risk in the 80km/h section of Hutt Road given the limited separation
from opposing vehicle flows.

Overall findings for Buses
▪

There are a low number of bus crashes (6/133) with no serious injuries. These are focussed
at the southern end of Thorndon Quay around Mulgrave Street and in the northern section
of Hutt Road.

▪

The Safe System Assessment Framework (SSAF) has not specifically considered buses as
a user group, but their risk will be similar to vehicles.

▪

Relatively high growth in passenger demands.

▪

High travel times and variability, particularly in the AM peak southbound. Key sources of
delay include:

▪

Signalised intersections;

▪

Pedestrian zebra crossings;

▪

Bus stop spacing;

▪

Parking; and

▪

Bus stop congestion (includes re-entry delays and delays associated with sub-standard stop
layout).

▪

Overall, the level of service for buses is generally poor.

5.2.3 Problem Statement 2: The current state of cycling facilities results in conflict between
users, increases risk and limits cycling attractiveness for increasing volumes of
cyclists

PS2 - Cause and Effect
The cause of this problem is defined as a growing number of cyclists travelling along
the corridor without space or suitable facilities to cater for safe cycling. The effect of
this is an increased risk to cyclists of coming into conflict with motor vehicles and
limiting the uptake of cycling as a mode of travel on this corridor.

Key evidence for this is:
Cycle numbers along the corridor are high, ranging from 200-400 cyclists (two-way) per hour in the
peak period and 700-1300 cyclists (two-way) per day. Based on previous trends, without any
improvements, this number is expected to grow by around 40% by 2030 which equates to 280-560
(two-way) cyclists in the peak period and 980-1960 (two-way) cyclists per day.
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Cycle flows are predominantly tidal in the AM and PM peak periods with the vast majority of
cyclists being commuters to/from work in the city centre. The Thorndon Quay Hutt Road corridor is
the busiest commuter cycling route in Wellington and also forms part of the Great Harbour Way/Te
Aranui o Pōneke Cycle Route serving as a recreational cycling route also.

Figure 14: Great Harbour Way Cycle Route

The proposed Ngauranga to Petone cycleway will form an improved section of the Great Harbour
Way by providing a new walking/cycling route on a purpose built shared path along the harbours
edge and adjacent the Melling to Ngauranga Railway Line. This new facility will feed into the
northern end of Hutt Road at Jarden Mile and this is expected to result in a step change in the
demand on the corridor. Therefore, the above assumed forecasts are expected to under-estimate
the future cycle demands along the corridor. The Petone to Ngauranga Cycleway is expected to
have completed construction by 2025 on the assumption that resource consent is granted in 2022
(and construction commences the same year) and that the cycleway is completed within a 2-3 year
construction phase. Figures used in the economic assessment of the cycleway indicate that on
opening year the following user numbers are expected:
Weekday 2025 (Estimated average)
▪

600 additional cyclists per day (1300 cyclists total)

▪

450 additional walker/runners per day (450 walkers/runners total)

▪

100 additional device users (e.g. e-scooters, etc) per day (100 device users total)

It has been assumed that for walkers/runners that many of these users will walk or run only a
portion of the path, mostly starting and finishing at the Petone end.
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The weekend daily use estimates are slightly higher in total numbers to that of the weekday in
2025, but have less pronounced and differing peak periods. The estimates also assume that the
number of users will grow by 10% per annum between 2025 and 2030.
This could result in as step change in cyclists with a trebling of volumes to approximately 4,000
cyclists per day (weekday) in 2036, it is assumed that most of these cyclists will use the Hutt Road
Thorndon Quay corridor.
There is also potential for increased recreational walking and cycling along the corridor, but this is
currently unquantified for Hutt Road/Thorndon Quay, and may be difficult to quantify as the current
environment and wider walking and cycling connections (to the north of Hutt Road) are not well
suited to walking and cycling for leisure purposes. Therefore the scale of recreational usage is
unlikely to become apparent until any facility is provided and potentially the Petone to Ngauranga
shared path is completed.
On Hutt Road the most appropriate form of facilities for the forecast demands (excluding Petone to
Ngauranga) is a 3.0m shared path north of Onslow Road and a 3.0m shared path south of Onslow
Road. This is consistent with the current provision, however, the construction of the proposed
Ngauranga to Petone cycleway is expected to require an upgrade of the section of path north of
Onslow Road to provide separation between the anticipated increased numbers of pedestrians and
cyclists. Similarly at the Jarden Mile/Hutt Road interchange there will need to be consideration of
how the Ngauranga to Petone cycleway interfaces with Hutt Road. Currently this area has poor
provision for cyclists and pedestrians with no safe crossing points for pedestrians and limited and
confusing facilities for cyclists.
The existing link level of service (LOS) (calculated using the Danish method12) indicates a good
(LOS A) on the cycle path and poor (LOS F) on-road level of service on Hutt Road. The Danish
method has been used following research undertaken for the Council. However, it should be noted
that it does not consider conflicts between cyclists and vehicles caused by busy commercial
accesses which are anecdotally some of the key concerns for cyclists on Hutt Road.
There is very limited provision for cyclists on Thorndon Quay with just a southbound AM peak
clearway provided along Thorndon Quay which removes parking conflicts and nothing else for
cyclists. However, there is no PM peak clearway which means that cyclists are often forced to
share the lane with general traffic. This has multiple effects, the first being that cyclists are at risk of
collision with passing traffic, car parking and vehicle accesses. The second being that cyclists in
the traffic lane delay through traffic (including buses).
Unsurprisingly, the existing link level of service (LOS) has been calculated using the Danish
method and indicates an average to poor (LOS D to F) on the different sections of Thorndon Quay.
It should be noted that the Danish method does not take into account intersections, accesses or
angle parking which are anecdotally some of the key concerns for cyclists on Thorndon Quay.
Cyclists can pass freely through (don’t have to give way to vehicles) all of the intersections on Hutt
Road (which are typically on the west side of the Road) with the exception of:
▪

Westminster Street (which is relatively low demand and has a raised platform)

▪

Jarden Mile intersection at the northern extent of the route which requires negotiating a busy
high-speed intersection for northbound movements to SH1 and SH2

12

Trafitec Danish Roadway Segment Cycling LOS (2007)
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Access from on-road cycling along Thorndon Quay to the cycle path on Hutt Road is challenging
for cyclists travelling northbound who have to find a gap in the northbound traffic flow to wait in the
median before crossing the southbound lane to join the cycle path. The current arrangement is
shown in Figure 15 as follows.

N

Figure 15: Southern Access to the Hutt Road Cycle Path at Tinakori Road/Hutt Road Intersection

Cyclists on Thorndon Quay have to interact with vehicle traffic at intersections along the length of
the road. Cyclists (and vehicles) have priority over side road traffic at all intersections except for
the signalised intersections south of Mulgrave Street where they have cycle lanes and advanced
stop boxes.
Safety
A detailed analysis of road safety has been undertaken for the corridor using the following
approach:
▪

The road user type has been determined using the EEM highest ranked vehicle definition. This
prioritises the most vulnerable road user in a crash (e.g. a crash involving a bus and a cyclist is
classified as a cyclist crash).

▪

Crash period is from 2010 to 2019, and in the summaries that follow only injury crashes have
been considered.

Cyclists are the most likely to be involved in an injury crash, making up 45% of injury crashes and
50% of serious injuries. Along Thorndon Quay the most likely cause of a cyclist injury crash is the
interaction with a parked or parking vehicle, this includes opening doors for parallel parks,
entering/exiting angled parks and u-turning whilst looking for a parking space or to change
direction.
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Along Hutt Road the most likely cause of a cyclists injury crash is interacting with vehicles at
vehicular access points across the shared path, the majority of which are business/retail accesses.
The most common time for a cyclist injury crash is during the morning commute, and the age
bracket is 40-49, so is typically an adult commuter.

Overall findings for Cyclists
▪

Very high growth in cycling demands, a potential trebling of daily volumes to around
4,000 cyclists per day by 2036.

▪

Cycle flows are predominantly tidal in the AM and PM peak periods.

▪

The vast majority of cyclists are commuters travelling to/from work.

▪

The Thorndon Quay Hutt Road corridor is the busiest commuter cycling route in
Wellington.

▪

Lack of road space and route continuity along Thorndon Quay section of the route.

▪

Overall, the level of service for cyclists is generally average on Hutt Road and poor on
Thorndon Quay.

▪

Lack of connectivity at Jarden Mile particularly for cyclists travelling via Ngauranga Gorge.

▪

Cyclists are the most likely to be involved in an injury crash on the corridor, making up
45% of injury crashes (60/133) and 50% of serious injuries (14/28).

▪

Along Thorndon Quay the most likely cause of a cyclist injury crash is the interaction with
a parked or parking vehicle (26/35 of cyclist injury crashes). This includes opening doors
for parallel parks, entering/existing angled parks and u-turning whilst looking for a park.

▪

Along Hutt Road the most likely cause of a cyclists injury crash is interacting with vehicles
at an access point across the shared path (19/43 cyclist injury crashes). Along this shared
path there are numerous accesses for businesses.

▪

The most common time for a cyclist injury crash is during the morning commute, and the
age bracket is 40-49 so is typically an adult commuter.

▪

Based on the SSAF, the safety risk for cyclists is the highest of any user group (in the
Thorndon Quay section). This is due to the non-separated facility (no shared path), the
busy nature of the road environment, poor connections to adjacent facilities, the proximity
to on-street parking and the speed environment (greater than 30km/h).

▪

High crash risk along entire route (it is too early to understand the impact of the recent
improvements on Hutt Road have had on cyclist safety).

Based on the Safe System Assessment Framework (SSAF) the safety risk for cyclists is the
highest of any user group (in the Thorndon Quay section). This is due to the non-separated facility
(no shared path), the busy nature of the road environment, poor connections to adjacent facilities,
the proximity to on-street parking and the speed environment (greater than 30km/h)
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5.2.4 Problem Statement 3: Poor quality of the street environment creates an unpleasant
experience for a growing volume of people reducing its attractiveness to walk and
spend time in the area.

PS3 - Cause and Effect
The cause of this problem is defined as the poor quality of the street environment
which does not make Thorndon Quay or Hutt Road an attractive or pleasant place to
walk or spend time in. The effect of this is an increased safety risk to a growing
number of pedestrians on Hutt Road and Thorndon Quay and a lack of amenity is
limiting the attractiveness of walking as a mode of travel.

Key evidence for this is:
Pedestrian Volumes
Figure 16 as follows shows the available historic pedestrian cordon demands (7am-9am) on
Thorndon Quay. The trend-line shows that commuting pedestrian flows are increasing with an
overall trend in growth in pedestrian numbers increasing by around an average three percent per
annum over the 20 year period.

Figure 16: Pedestrian Demands on Thorndon Quay 2000-2019 (from cordon surveys)
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There are no other regular pedestrian counts in the project area and this should be considered in
the development of options at pedestrian crossing points whereby specific peak hours pedestrian
data is likely to be required for analysis.
Table 4 as follows shows the assumed number peak period and daily pedestrians along the
corridor.
Table 4: Assumed Current Pedestrian Data (values over 50 rounded to nearest 10)

Location

Peak Hour

Daily Flow13

Thorndon Quay

200-300

2,000-3,000

Hutt Road (Thorndon Quay to Kaiwharawhara
Road)

50-100

500-1,000

Hutt Road (Kaiwharawhara Road to Onslow Road)

20-40

200-400

Hutt Road (north of Onslow Road)

5-15

50-150

These counts indicate that pedestrian volumes are highest close to the central city and decline with
distance from the central city. Pedestrians are a high proportion of users at Bunny Street and a
small minority on Hutt Road.
Based on the current trendline (i.e. without LGWM investment) shown in Figure 16, the demand in
2030 (7-9am) is expected to be 280 pedestrians, an increase of 20% from the 2019 value of 230.
For the purposes of this report 20% growth over ten years has been assumed. The construction of
the proposed Ngauranga to Petone cycleway is expected to result in a step change in the forecast
demand on the corridor. However, the additional pedestrian demand is not known but it is expected
to be low given the distances between the Hutt Valley and Hutt Road.
The Case for Change has assessed the quality of the pedestrian environment on THQR using the
Healthy Streets Index14 method of assessment. This tool was developed by Transport for London and
uses an index based on 10 indicators that focus on the experience of people using the street. The ‘score’
does not show whether a street is healthy or not but indicates its strengths and weaknesses. It is not
possible to achieve an overall score of 100%. To score well against some metrics, compromise will be
needed with other metrics.

Hutt Road scored well against the metrics around the quality and separation of facilities for
pedestrians and cyclists but did not score as well against the metrics associated with vehicle
speeds, volumes and heavy vehicle proportions. Thorndon Quay’s index is very similar to Hutt
Road’s, with no clear strengths and the lack of shade and shelter / things to see and do are
identified weaknesses. Thorndon Quay scored well against the metrics around the quality and
separation of facilities for pedestrians but did not score as well against the metrics associated with
vehicle speeds, volumes, heavy vehicle proportions and cyclist separation.
Analysis of pedestrian movements at signalised intersections along the corridor have small green
time ratios and high delays resulting average to poor (LOS D-E) performance. Particular areas of
concern for pedestrians are on Hutt Road where speeds are higher and there are unsuitable or a
complete lack of crossing facilities.

13

Assumed to be ten times the peak hour flow

14

https://healthystreets.com/home/tools/
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It is important to note that the standard of footpath provision is generally acceptable in the corridor
in terms of condition and geometry, the main issue for pedestrians is crossing the corridor.
Safety
A detailed analysis of road safety has been undertaken for the corridor using the following
approach:
▪

The road user type has been determined using the EEM highest ranked vehicle definition. This
prioritises the most vulnerable road user in a crash (e.g. a crash involving a bus and a cyclist is
classified as a cyclist crash).

▪

Crash period is from 2010 to 2019, and in the summaries that follow only injury crashes have
been considered.

Interrogation of the CAS database for the 2019-19 period, showed that there were 12 injury
crashes involving pedestrians on the TQHR corridor. Of these, eight were located in Thorndon
Quay and four were along Hutt Road.
Overall, pedestrians make up a low number of injury crashes, being involved in 9% of injury
crashes and 11% of serious injuries. On Thorndon Quay the crashes occurred at the Mulgrave
intersection, Moore Street zebra crossing and south of Tinakori Road. On Hutt Road two of the four
crashes occurred at the Rangiora Avenue zebra crossing.
The SSAF shows that for pedestrians the safety risk is higher than vehicles in Thorndon Quay.
Along the TQHR corridor the likelihood and severity of a crash is similar, but the provision of the
shared path and the reduced number of pedestrians as you move north towards Jarden Mile along
Hutt Road decreases the risk of pedestrian crashes.
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Overall findings for Pedestrians
▪ Pedestrians make up a low number of injury crashes, being involved in 9% of injury crashes
PS4 - Cause and Effect
(12/133) and 11% of serious injuries (3/28).
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▪ Of
the 12
eightiswere
located
in Thorndon
andon
four
were along
Hutt Road.
speed road. The effect of this is an increased safety risk and crash severity for all road
▪ In on
theHutt
Thorndon
users
Road. Quay section the crashes occurred at the Mulgrave intersection, Moore
Street zebra crossing and south of Tinakori Road.
▪

In the Hutt Road section 2 of the four crashes occurred at the Rangiora Avenue zebra
crossing.

▪

The SSAF shows that for pedestrians the safety risk is higher than vehicles in the Thorndon
Quay section. Along the corridor the likelihood and severity of a crash is similar, but the
provision of the shared path and the reduced number of pedestrians as you move north
towards Jarden Mile along Hutt Road decrease the risk.

▪

Large separation distances between dedicated crossing facilities (especially north of
Bordeaux Bakery)

▪

Missing or unsuitable pedestrian crossings.

▪

Poor LOS for pedestrians at signalised intersections.

▪

Lack of shelter and shade and things to see and do on Thorndon Quay.

▪

The issues south of Moore Street are predominantly related to safety of pedestrians.

Problem Statement 4: High and growing traffic volumes combined with high speeds increases the
likelihood and severity of crashes.
Key evidence for this is:
Hutt Road is a busy Arterial Road (as defined on the ONRC) (AADT 18,000 ~ 30,000, HCV
7~15%). It is a two-way two-lane road with a raised median in the form of a narrow, kerbed island
or wide flush median. On the east side of the road there is a two-way off road cycleway (opened 11
November 2019) and separate footpath on the section between the Caltex Station and Tinakori
Road. From Caltex Station north to Jarden Mile there is a shared path on the east of Hutt Road.
The posted speed on Hutt Road is 50 km/h from the intersection of Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road
to the intersection of Aotea Quay and Hutt Road, 60 km/h to the intersection of Onslow Road and
Hutt Road and 80 km/h for the rest of the section to the Jarden Mile intersection. There are six
major intersections on Hutt Road, which are:
▪

Jarden Mile/Centennial Highway – signal controlled

▪

Onslow Road – priority controlled

▪

Rangiora Avenue – priority controlled

▪

Kaiwharawhara Road – signal controlled

▪

School Road – priority controlled

▪

Tinakori Road – priority controlled
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Safety
A detailed analysis of road safety has been undertaken for the corridor using the following
approach:
●

●

The road user type has been determined using the EEM highest ranked vehicle definition.
This prioritises the most vulnerable road user in a crash (e.g. a crash involving a bus and a
cyclist is classified as a cyclist crash).
Crash period is from 2010 to 2019, and in the summaries that follow only injury crashes
have been considered.

Interrogation of the CAS database for the 2019-19 period resulted in the following crash data and
trends being identified.
Vehicles
▪

Vehicles are the second likely to be involved in an injury crash, making up 23% of injury
crashes (31/133) and 21% of serious injuries (6/28)

▪

In general the two key crash types are rear end/obstruction crashes and crossing/turning
crashes near intersections.

▪

Thorndon Quay makes up has nine injury crashes, and these are mainly located near the
Mulgrave Street intersection

▪

Hutt Road makes up most of the injury crashes (22/31) where the speed environment is higher,
and are mainly located at the Kaiwharawhara Road and Jarden Mile intersections

▪

Based on the SSAF the key safety risks are located at intersections due to the frequency,
complexity, speed environment and intersection form, as well as a high head on crash risk in
the 80km/h section of Hutt Road given the limited separation of opposing traffic flows.

Motorcyclists
▪ Motorcyclists are the third most likely to be involved in an injury crash, making up 17% of injury
crashes (23/133) and 18% of serious injuries (5/28)
▪

The number of motorcyclist injury crashes is increasing, peaking at nine in 2019 compared to
one in 2011 (due to increasing numbers due to congestion?)

▪

Along Thorndon Quay most of the crashes (8/12) involved interactions with a parked or parking
vehicle.

▪

Along Hutt Road the crashes are concentrated at intersections, being mainly rear
end/obstruction crashes and crossing/turning crashes.

▪

The SSAF indicates that motorcyclists have a similarly high safety risk level in all three sections
of the corridor with little supporting infrastructure, with slight increases in risk as the speed
environment increases.

Pedestrians
▪

12 injury crashes involving pedestrians on the TQHR corridor. Of these, eight were located in
Thorndon Quay and four were along Hutt Road.

▪

Overall, pedestrians make up a low number of injury crashes, being involved in 9% of injury
crashes and 11% of serious injuries. On Thorndon Quay the crashes occurred at the Mulgrave
intersection, Moore Street zebra crossing and south of Tinakori Road. On Hutt Road two of the
four crashes occurred at the Rangiora Avenue zebra crossing.
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Cyclists
▪

Cyclists are the most likely to be involved in an injury crash, making up 45% of injury crashes
and 50% of serious injuries. Along Thorndon Quay the most likely cause of a cyclist injury
crash is the interaction with a parked or parking vehicle, this includes opening doors for parallel
parks, entering/exiting angled parks and u-turning whilst looking for a parking space or to
change direction.

▪

Along Hutt Road the most likely cause of a cyclists injury crash is interacting with vehicles at
vehicular access points across the shared path, the majority of which are business/retail
accesses.

▪

The most common time for a cyclist injury crash is during the morning commute, and the age
bracket is 40-49, so is typically an adult commuter.

In terms of the results of SSAF for the various user groups, they key safety risks are summarised
as follows:
Vehicles (including Buses)
▪

Intersections due to the frequency, complexity, speed environment and intersection form, as
well as a high head on crash risk in the 80km/h section of Hutt Road given the limited
separation of opposing traffic flows.

Motorcycles
▪

High safety risk level with little supporting infrastructure, with slight increases in risk as the
speed environment increases.

Cyclists
▪

Thorndon Quay - Non-separated facility (no shared path), the busy nature of the road
environment, poor connections to adjacent facilities, the proximity to on-street parking and the
speed environment (greater than 30km/h).

Pedestrians
▪

Safety risk is higher than vehicles in the Thorndon Quay section. Along the corridor the
likelihood and severity of a crash is similar, but the provision of the shared path and the
reduced number of pedestrians as you move north towards Jarden Mile along Hutt Road
decrease the risk.
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Overall findings
Motor Vehicles:
▪

Motor vehicles are the second likely (next to cyclists) to be involved in an injury crash, making up 23% of
injury crashes (31/133) and 21% of serious injuries (6/28).

▪

The two key crash types are rear end/obstruction crashes and crossing/turning crashes, near intersections.

▪

Hutt Road makes up most of the injury crashes (22/31) where the speed environment is higher, and are
mainly located at Kaiwharawhara Road and Jarden Mile intersections.

▪

Based on the SSAF the key safety risks are located at intersections due to the frequency, complexity, speed
environment and intersection form, as well as a high head on crash risk in the 80km/h section of Hutt Road
given the limited separation.

▪

High traffic speeds in 60km/h section of Hutt Road (recorded speeds over the 60km/h limit).

▪

Overall, the level of service for vehicles is generally average.

Motorcyclist Safety:
▪

Motorcyclists are the third most likely to be involved in an injury crash, making up 17% of injury crashes
(23/133) and 18% of serious injuries (5/28).

▪

Along Hutt Road the crashes are concentrated at intersections, being mainly rear end/obstruction crashes and
crossing/turning crashes.

▪

The SSAF indicates that motorcyclists have a similarly high safety risk level in sections of the corridor with
little supporting infrastructure, with slight increases in risk as the speed environment increases.

Bus Safety:
▪

There are a low number of bus crashes (6/133) with no serious injuries. These are focussed at the southern
end of Thorndon Quay around Mulgrave Street and in the northern section of Hutt Road.

▪

The SSAF has not specifically considered buses as a user group, but their risk will be similar to vehicles.

Cyclist Safety:
▪

Along Hutt Road the most likely cause of a cyclists injury crash is interacting with vehicles at an access point
across the shared path (19/43 cyclist injury crashes). Along this shared path there are numerous accesses for
businesses.

Pedestrian Safety:
▪

Of the 12 pedestrian crashes, eight were located in Thorndon Quay and four were along Hutt Road.

▪

In the Thorndon Quay section the crashes occurred at the Mulgrave intersection, Moore Street zebra crossing
and south of Tinakori Road.

▪

In the Hutt Road section two crashes occurred at the Rangiora Avenue zebra crossing

▪

The SSAF shows that for pedestrians the safety risk is higher than vehicles in the Thorndon Quay section.
Along the corridor the likelihood and severity of a crash is similar, but the provision of the shared path and the
reduced number of pedestrians as you move north towards Jarden Mile along Hutt Road decrease the risk.
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5.3
Status of the Evidence Base
The evidence base is strong in the case for change and recent crash data analysis (Appendix A),
with good supporting evidence of the problem causes and effects as follows in Table 5.

Table 5: Summary of Evidence Base and Gap Analysis

Problem

Cause and Effect

Key points from the evidence base and
identified gaps

1

Cause: Buses are impeded by other
traffic using the same corridor and
intersection or crossing delay

Overall, the level of service for buses is generally
poor. Potential issues / findings highlighted by the
analysis include:
▪ Relatively high growth in passenger demands;
▪ High travel times and variability, particularly in
the AM peak southbound. Key sources of
delay include:
– Signalised intersections;
– Pedestrian zebra crossings;
– Bus stop spacing;
– Parking; and
▪

▪

Effect: a poorly performing bus service
that often is running late, especially in
the southbound direction during the
AM peak. This makes it unattractive for
users

Bus stop congestion (includes re-entry delays
and delays associated with sub-standard stop
layout).
Conflict between buses, general traffic
(including high commercial vehicle volumes
on Hutt Road) and cyclists resulting in delay
to bus travel.

Evidence is strong regarding the length of time the
bus service (Service 1) takes to negotiate the
corridor in the AM peak.
Bus stop layout, interaction with general traffic,
intersection and pedestrian crossing delay are all
factors for which influence poor travel times for
buses.
Gap - Passenger numbers appear to be growing
but further evidence is needed to determine what
the level of customer satisfaction is for the
service. (use existing Metlink data)

2

Cause: a growing number of cyclists
travelling along the corridor without
space or suitable facilities to cater for
safe cycling.

▪

Effect: Increased risk to cyclists of
coming into conflict with motor vehicles
and limits the uptake of cycling as a
mode of travel on this corridor.

▪

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

▪

High growth in cycling demands.
Lack of road space and route continuity along
Thorndon Quay section of the route.
Based on the Safe System Assessment
Framework (SSAF) the safety risk for cyclists
is the highest of any user group (in the
Thorndon Quay section).
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Problem

Cause and Effect

Key points from the evidence base and
identified gaps

▪

3

Cause: Poor quality of the street
environment creates a hostile
environment for people reducing its
attractiveness to walk and spend time
in the area.

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Effect: An increased safety risk to
pedestrians on Hutt Road and
Thorndon Quay (south of Moore Street
and north of Bordeaux Bakery) and a
lack of amenity is limiting the
attractiveness of walking as a mode of
travel.

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

This is due to the non-separated facility (no
shared path), the busy nature of the road
environment, poor connections to adjacent
facilities, the proximity to on-street parking
and the speed environment (greater than
30km/h)
The effect of the significant number of cyclists
(around 4,000 per day) that will use the
corridor once Petone to Ngauranga shared
path is opened.
Pedestrian activity is fairly low along the
whole corridor but is trending upwards.
There are pockets or clusters of pedestrian
activity along the corridor either at crossing
points, bus stops or in retail/commercial areas
which are not well catered for.
High speeds and high traffic volumes on
some sections of Hutt Road.
Lack of crossing points north of Thorndon
Quay.
Lack of shelter and shade and things to see
and do on Thorndon Quay.
Analysis of pedestrian movements at
signalised intersection along the corridor have
small green time ratios and high delays
resulting average to poor (LOS D-E)
performance. Particular areas of concern for
pedestrians are on Hutt Road where speeds
are higher and there are unsuitable or a
complete lack of crossing facilities.
Pedestrians make up a low number of injury
crashes, being involved in 9% of injury
crashes (12/133) and 11% of serious injuries
(3/28).
Of the 12 crashes, eight were located in
Thorndon Quay and four were along Hutt
Road.
In the Thorndon Quay section the crashes
occurred at the Mulgrave intersection, Moore
Street zebra crossing and south of Tinakori
Road.
In the Hutt Road section 2 of the four crashes
occurred at the Rangiora Avenue zebra
crossing – although one was only directly
involving a pedestrian
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Problem

Cause and Effect

Key points from the evidence base and
identified gaps
▪

▪

4

Cause: High traffic flows and high
speeds on Hutt Road

▪

▪

▪
Effect: Increased safety risk and crash
severity for all road users.

▪

▪

5.4

The SSAF shows that for pedestrians the
safety risk is higher than vehicles in the
Thorndon Quay section. Along the corridor
the likelihood and severity of a crash is
similar, but the provision of the shared path
and the reduced number of pedestrians as
you move north towards Jarden Mile along
Hutt Road decrease the risk.
Specific pedestrian crossing data will need to
be collected or sourced to analyse crossing
improvements options.
Hutt Road is a busy Arterial Road (AADT
18,000 ~ 30,000, HCV 7~15%). It is a twoway two-lane road with a raised median in the
form of a narrow kerbed island or wide flush
median.
The posted speed on Hutt Road is 50 km/h
from the intersection of Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road to the intersection of Aotea Quay
and Hutt Road, 60 km/h to the intersection of
Onslow Road and Hutt Road and 80 km/h for
the rest of the section to the Jarden Mile
intersection
Hutt Road is a key route to the ferry terminal
for freight and other traffic.
Based on the SSAF the key safety risks are
located at intersections due to the frequency,
complexity, speed environment and
intersection form, as well as a high head on
crash risk in the 80km/h section of Hutt Road
given the limited separation.
Gap – Need to fully understand the effects of
delays to traffic and freight accessing the ferry
terminal and CentrePort and the future MUFT.

Smart Investment Objectives

The following investment objectives (IO’s) have been developed in response to the identified
problems and benefits:
▪

IO1: Improve Level of Service for bus users including improved access, journey times and
reliability. Provide sufficient capacity for growth in public transport.

▪

IO2: Improve Level of Service, and reduce the safety risk, for people walking and cycling along
and across Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.

▪

IO3: Reduce the frequency and severity of crashes on Hutt Road.
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▪

IO4: Improve the amenity of Thorndon Quay to support the current and future place aspirations
for the corridor/area.

▪

IO5: Maintain similar access for people and freight to the ferry terminal / CentrePort.

In developing the investment objectives for this project, the need to have separate investment
objectives for each section of the corridor was considered. This arose mainly due to the
varying and differing environments and characteristics of the corridor. However, it was felt that
these differences could be accounted for in the IO’s as cycling LoS and bus reliability are
consistent issues through the corridor. Where differences in issues were identified these were
found mainly in the safety and place and movement areas. As such the latter issues were
addressed in the specific wording for IO3 and IO4.
IO1 to IO4 were developed directly from the ILM problem and benefit statements and case for
change evidence discussed earlier. These IO’s recognise the long term benefits of investing in
public transport, walking/cycling, safety and amenity.
IO5 was developed in recognition of the strategic importance of Hutt Road as the only current
access to the ferry terminal from the north, until the Multi-User Ferry Terminal project is developed.
IO5 recognises the need to maintain the current access to ferry terminal and CentrePort for freight
and people (until the Multi-Use Ferry Terminal is developed) while making longer-term investments
in other modes along Hutt Road and Thorndon Quay. During the development of the Strategic
Case, the merits of including freight as an IO versus a success factor were considered. However,
the decision was made to include freight as an IO to ensure that it was afforded enough
prominence in the Strategic Case reflecting the importance of the corridor’s role in providing freight
access. As part of the analysis of options in the SSBC the impact of interventions on travel times
to the ferry terminal and CentrePort will be considered along with the potential Multi User Ferry
Terminal at Kaiwharawhara. The impact of the options in terms of the MCA analysis against this
investment objective will be on a pass/fail basis with a pass being a neutral or positive effect and
fail being a negative effect.
These IO’s focus on the key benefits of the potential investment on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
The statements provide the qualitative IO statements that are the key part of the evaluation of
options. The measurable outcomes and the baseline data/information along with the target KPI’s
will be determined at a later stage (post initial short list assessment), in order to allow realistic
targets for the investment objectives which are evidence based to be determined.
Figure 17 as follows shows the link between the problem/benefit statements and the IO’s.
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Figure 17: ILM Map with Investment Objectives
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5.5

Other Success Factors

In addition to the objectives, several initial success factors have been identified by the Project
Partners.
Other success factors were discussed between LGWM & Client Partners, and the project team
during the first workshop (28 January 2020), and then again at the Quick Wins workshop with the
TWG on 5 March 2020, and during a TWG meeting to discuss the ILM on 19 May 2020.
The agreed success factors are as follows.

Other success factors
▪

Demonstrate tangible improvements for public transport, pedestrians and cyclists within the
2018-2021/2021-24 NLTP periods.

▪

Limit the impact of implementation on businesses located on Thorndon Quay and Hutt
Road.

▪

Positive economic impact on businesses on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.

▪

Stakeholders and public feel that they have had the opportunity to contribute and
understand the rationale for the recommended programme.
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5.6

Alignment with LGWM Programme

As TQHR forms part of the wider LGWM programme, the problems, benefits, investment objectives
and KPI’s for the LGWM programme and TQHR have been assessed to determine the alignment
between them. This is illustrated in Table 6 to Table 8 as follows.
Table 6: TQHR Alignment with LGWM Problems/Benefits

LGWM
Problems

LGWM Benefits/Objectives

Increasing
congestion
and
unreliable
journey times

A transport system that
enhances the liveability of
the central city

Unreliable bus travel times
result in a poor customer
experience for existing and
potential bus users which
reduces the attractiveness
of and ability to grow travel
by bus.

A transport system that
reduces reliance on private
vehicle travel

The current state of cycling
facilities results in conflict
between users, increases
risk and limits cycling
attractiveness for
increasing volumes of
cyclists.
Poor quality of the street
environment creates an
unpleasant experience for
a growing volume of
people reducing its
attractiveness to walk and
spend time in the area.

Poor and
declining
levels of
service

A transport system that
provides more efficient and
reliable access for users

Safety issues
especially for
active modes

A transport system that
improves safety for all
users

Vulnerability
to disruption
from
unplanned
events

A transport system that is
adaptable to disruptions
and future uncertainty
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TQHR Problems

Alignment

High traffic volumes and
speeds increase the
likelihood and severity of
crashes.
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Table 7: TQHR Alignment with LGWM Objectives

TQHR Investment Objectives

LGWM Objectives Alignment

Improve Level of Service for bus users
including improved access, journey
times and reliability. Provide sufficient
capacity for growth in public transport
Improve Level of Service, and reduce the
safety risk, for people walking and cycling
along and across Thorndon Quay and Hutt
Road

Reduce the frequency and severity of
crashes.

Improve the amenity of Thorndon Quay
to support the current and future place
aspirations for the corridor/area.
Maintain similar access for people and
freight to the ferry terminal / CentrePort

Table 7 shows that the TQHR investment objectives are aligned to every LGWM programme
objective. In terms of Resilience – “is adaptable to disruptions and future uncertainty”, the core
function of the corridor was considered in terms of its critical function and the existing designation
of the route in terms of vulnerability and it use as an alternative route to SH1.
As mentioned earlier in the Strategic Case, Hutt Road carries freight and people to the ferry
terminal and CentrePort via the Aotea Ramps, Hutt Road is also the over dimension/hazardous
goods route into the city.
As such the most important aspect of this is to maintain the current level of access for freight and
people. This will be considered as part of the short listing assessment process.
In terms of alignment with the LGWM programme KPI’s, Table 8 as follows illustrates the
contribution that the TQHR project will make to these.
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Table 8: Alignment with LGWM Programme KPI’s

LGWM IO’s

LGWM KPI’s

LGWM KPI Measure

TQHR
Contribution
(Low, Medium,
High)

KPI 1

Amenity Index - The quality of
the urban environment

Amenity Index prepared
specifically for LGWM

Low

KPI 2

Transport-related CO2
emissions in the central city

CO2 emissions from VKT
from model

Low

KPI 3

Opportunities for urban
development and value uplift

Qualitative assessment

Low

KPI

Monitor traffic noise

KPI

Monitor Liveability Survey

KPI

Monitor Air Quality

KPI 4

Low
Quality of Road Network,
Quality of Public Transport
(Economist Intelligence
Unit Global)
Particulates, NO2

Medium

Improve the system occupancy

Transport model at four
cordons

Medium

KPI 5

Delays for people walking in the
central city

N/A

KPI 6

The quality of cycling facilities

Qualitative assessment of
11 intersections as to
whether they are likely to
experience a reduction in
pedestrian delay.
Danish midblock LoS for
eight corridors

KPI

Monitor mode share within
CBD/VKT within the CBD

KPI 7

The number of people living
and working within 30 mins of
key destinations

KPI 8

The reliability of travel time by
different modes to key regional
destinations

KPI

Monitor number of people
travelling to CBD

KPI 9

Deaths and serious injuries for
people walking and cycling in
and around the central city

KPI

Monitor total casualties by
severity and mode

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

Low

High
Low

Census population and
employment data coupled
with geospatial analysis
using historical data and
modelled traffic. Civic
Centre, Hospital, Airport
and Port
Observed, qualitative and
modelled (CoV) for a few
key routes

Low

High

Low

CAS and estimated
reductions

High

High
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LGWM IO’s

LGWM KPI’s

KPI
10

Network resilience to disruption
caused by large-scale natural
hazards

KPI

Monitor lane availability
reductions due to unplanned
events

LGWM KPI Measure

TQHR
Contribution
(Low, Medium,
High)

Qualitative assessment
using Regional Resilience
PBC assessment

Low

N/A

As can be seen in Table 8 there is some alignment with the LGWM programme KPI’s as most are
focused on the city centre or are related to specific location which are not within the TQHR
corridor. The main contributions made relate to urban amenity, system occupancy, quality of
cycling facilities and safety. This reflects the overall contribution to urban amenity, public transport,
active modes and safety that is expected from the options that are likely to be developed to align
with the investment objectives.

6

Strategic Context

This section provides an overview of the organisations promoting this investment and the
outcomes they seek to achieve, or contribute to, through their operations. The purpose of this
section is to explain how the proposed investment is aligned with the objectives of each
organisation.
6.1

Let’s Get Wellington Moving

The LGWM programme is partnership between WCC, GWRC and the Transport Agency and is
managed by a Partnership Board.
LGWM Vision
The vision for the LGWM Programme is for a great harbour city:
▪

that is accessible to all;

▪

with attractive places;

▪

with shared streets; and

▪

efficient local and regional journeys.
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The LGWM Strategic Approach is as follows:

6.2

Partner Organisations

Wellington City Council
The strategy and vision for Wellington is built on its current strengths but also recognises the
challenges the city faces now and over the medium to long term. Wellington Towards 2040:
Smart Capital - sets an overarching vision to guide the development of the city over the next 30
years with the four goals for Wellington as follows:
▪

a people centred city;

▪

a connected city;

▪

an eco-city; and

▪

a dynamic central city.

Greater Wellington Regional Council (GWRC)
Greater Wellington Regional Council's Long Term Plan 2018-28 set out the Council’s activities
which aim to contribute towards the following outcomes:
▪

a strong economy;

▪

connected communities;

▪

resilient communities;

▪

a healthy environment; and

▪

an engaged community.
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Waka Kotahi (NZ Transport Agency)
Through its various functions the Transport Agency is responsible for delivering on the
Government’s Transport Sector Outcomes (GPS 2018 and GPS 2021) to create a transport
system that:
▪

provides inclusive access;

▪

supports economic prosperity;

▪

is resilient and secure;

▪

provides environmental sustainability; and

▪

supports healthy and safe people.

6.3

Policy and Plan Alignment

The following section details the alignment between national, regional and local policy plans and
polices.
Table 9: Policy/Plan Alignment

Policy/Plan

Key Elements

Alignment with Thorndon Quay Hutt
Road

Government
Policy Statement
for Land Transport
2021

●

The focus on bus reliability and active
mode share improvements and safety
aligns well with the priorities safety,
better travel options and Climate
Change.

●

●

GPS 2021 continues the strategic
direction of GPS 2018, but provides
stronger guidance on what Government
is seeking from land transport
investments
The strategic priorities of Climate
Change and Safety have been updated
to reflect policy work that has taken
place since GPS 2018 was published
Value for money is expressed as a
principle that applies to all investments,
rather than a strategic priority that could
change as Government changes

Freight focus is also aligned through the
freight investment objective for the
project which focuses on maintaining
freight access. The GPS also recognises
the freight network to support and enable
regional development.

Strategic priorities for the 2021 GPS are:
●

●

●

●
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Safety – Developing a transport system
where no-one is killed or seriously
injured
Improving freight connections –
improving freight connections for
economic development
Better Travel Options – Providing
people with better transport options to
access social and economic
opportunities
Climate Change – Developing a low
carbon transport system that supports
emission reductions, while improving
safety and inclusive access
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Policy/Plan

Key Elements

Alignment with Thorndon Quay Hutt
Road

Wellington
Regional Land
Transport Plan
2015

Invest in the regional transport system to
deliver:

There is good alignment with almost all
of the objectives of the RLTP. In
particular the focus of TQHR on bus
reliability and attractiveness and
walking/cycling improvements being
directly related to the first three RLTP
objectives – PT reliability, safe and
attractive walking/cycling and a safe
system for all users. Freight is also
aligned with the freight investment
objective - to maintain freight access.

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Wellington
Regional Land
Transport Plan
2015 – Mid-term
Update (2018)

Three of the eight objectives from the
RLTP have been identified through the
mid-term review for particular focus in
the shorter term:
●
●
●

Ngauranga to
Airport Plan 2008

A high quality, reliable public transport
network
An attractive and safe walking and
cycling network
A safe system for all users of the
regional transport network
A well planned, connected and
integrated transport network
An efficient and optimised transport
system that minimises the impact on the
environment
A reliable and effective strategic road
network
An efficient network for the movement
of freight

Resilience
Public transport
Walking and cycling

Invest in the city transport system to
deliver:
●

a high quality and high frequency
passenger transport ‘spine’

●

inter-connected, safe, and convenient
local street
walking, cycling and passenger
transport networks
highly accessible and attractive
“activity” or shopping streets

●
●

Wellington Urban
Growth Plan:
Urban
Development and
Transport Strategy
2014-43

Invest in the city to deliver a:

Towards 2040:
Smart Capital,
2011

Position Wellington as an internationally
competitive city with a strong and diverse
economy, a high quality of life and
healthy communities. Seek to make
Wellington:

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
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The short term RLTP focus on objectives
for PT, and walking and cycling are well
aligned to the TQHR project.

compact city,
liveable city, and
city set in nature

a people-centred city
a connected city
an eco-city
a dynamic central city

The TQHR project focuses on bus
reliability for the corridor. This is relevant
to the PT objective of the N2A Plan,
especially as the Number 1 bus service
(a high frequency bus route) which could
be considered part of the bus spine for
Wellington, operates on this corridor.
Safety, walking and cycling
improvements along with amenity
measures are all part of the TQHR
project and align well with the remaining
objectives of the Plan.
The TQHR project aligns well with the
compact and liveable city in the Urban
Growth Plan for Wellington, with the
focus on walking and cycling along with
bus reliability helping to achieve these
aims.
TQHR will focus on the movement of
people particularly by bus, on foot and by
cycling. This aligns with the people
centred city and connected city by
focusing on aiming to improve on the
current standard across a range of travel
modes to be safe and connected.
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Wellington Cycle
Network
Programme
Business Case
2016 and Cycling
Master Plan 2015

The vision would see the central city as a
vibrant and creative place offering the
lifestyle, entertainment and amenities of
a much bigger city, and that the central
city will continue to drive the regional
economy.
Through the development of the Master
Plan and Programme Business Case,
the cycle network was agreed to consist
of a range of infrastructure, facilities and
non-asset investments to improve
participation in cycling and safety issues
concerning cycling in Wellington. The
cycling transport infrastructure would
involve a range of solutions (i.e.
protected lanes or shared paths outside
the road corridor) as well as supporting
facilities such as bike corrals within the
CBD or other higher density areas.

Alignment with Thorndon Quay Hutt
Road

Cycle safety and provision for cyclists
are key elements of the TQHR project
and as such are well aligned with the
investment objectives of the PBC.
Thorndon Quay is part of the identified
cycle network in the Master Plan and this
is where TQHR has identified some
major issues for cycling that could be
partially addressed by the quick wins.

Investment objectives for the PBC are:
●

●

●
●

●

Draft movement
and place
framework
(LGWM) –
December 2019

Achieve a high Level of Service for
cyclists within an integrated transport
network
Improve cycling infrastructure and
facilities so that cycling makes a much
greater contribution to network
efficiency, effectiveness and resilience
Cycling is a viable and attractive
transport choice
The crash rate, number, and severity of
crashes involving people on bikes are
reduced
Provide transport choices by increasing
the opportunity for people to ride bikes
so as to improve the sustainability,
liveability and attractiveness of
Wellington

Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road form part
of the identified cycle network in the
Wellington Cycling Network (2015).
Sets the form for the future for Thorndon
Quay which is directly relevant to the
consideration of interventions for this
project. For Thorndon Quay the current
rating/definition for the corridor is M3/P1,
the aim of the movement and place
framework is that this changes to M3/P2.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road

TQHR is well aligned with improving
amenity on Thorndon Quay and with the
aims of the movement and place
framework. Focus on active modes and
public transport are also well aligned to
the TQHR objectives for bus reliability,
and improving walking and cycling.
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Alignment with Thorndon Quay Hutt
Road

This means that the aim will be to
change the corridor for the following
areas:
●
●
●
●
●

Te Atakura First to
Zero - Wellington’s
blueprint for a
Zero Carbon
Capital

Active edges and shelter (move from
low to moderate)
Green Infrastructure and WSD (move
from low to moderate)
Active Modes (move from moderate to
high)
Public Transport (move from low to
high)
Parking (move from high to moderate)

Action Plan Focus:
●
●
●
●

Transport
Building Energy
The Council itself
Advocacy

TQHR has good alignment to the action
plan, being identified as a part of the
keystone project (LGWM). This is further
supported with the key transport
considerations focusing on enhancing
active mode travel, public transport
means aligning well with TQHR.

Focus area Transport:
●

Identifies Let’s Get Wellington Moving
as a keystone project

Key transport considerations:
●
●

●

WCC Parking
Policy 2020

Enhancing opportunities for active
transport throughout Wellington
Raising the quality, capacity, and
affordability of public transport across
the city
Develop targets to strongly increase
public and active transport use by 2025

Objectives:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Support shift in type of transport used
Support safe movement
Support business wellbeing
Support city place-making, amenity and
safety
Support access for all
Support move to becoming an eco-city
Deliver service excellence and a safe
working environment

TQHR has good alignment to the policy,
with the key transport considerations for
TQHR focusing on enhancing active
mode travel, public transport to facilitate
growth and a shift in transport mode.
Parking will be affected by the options
but the use of parking road space for the
safe movement of active modes and
public transport aligns well with the
parking hierarchy.

City Centre parking hierarchy:
● Highest - Safe and efficient movement
of people and goods (footpaths, bus
lanes, cycleways, no stopping
zones/clearways, construction and
maintenance works)

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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●

7

Alignment with Thorndon Quay Hutt
Road

High - Bus stops, mobility, urban design
features, bicycle/micromobility, Loading
zones, short stay (car and motorcycles),
car share
Medium - SPSV/taxi stands, EV
charging
Low - Coach and bus (short stay and
long stay)
Lower - Residents, commuters (cars
and motorcycles)
Lowest - Long stay parking of private
non-motorised vehicles

Summary

The evidence shows a high existing and a growing demand for cycling along the whole corridor
and that there is likely to be a step change in cycling numbers in the future as a result of the
Petone-Ngauranga cycleway. Safety analysis points to cyclists be at high risk of a crash along the
corridor.
The corridor of Thorndon Quay Hutt Road has had extensive recent improvement works carried
out on the Hutt Road section to provide a high quality separated cycle path and footpath which
along with an existing shared path provides a continuous off road cycling/pedestrian facility from
the Jarden Mile/SH2 interchange through to Tinakori Road/Thorndon Quay intersection. However,
there is an obvious lack of facilities for cyclists once they enter Thorndon Quay with cyclists having
to share the traffic lane with motorists outside of the AM peak period and contend with numerous
access ways and parking spaces which are frequently positioned along this section of road.
In terms of Bus travel, the AM peak southbound travel time is poor in comparison to the other peak
periods, with the travel along the corridor in the morning taking on average around 3.5 minutes
longer than the PM and interpeak periods. The evidence points to a likely combination of issues
such as intersection delay, pedestrian crossings, parking and bus stop configurations. However,
the evidence cannot definitively point to the exact contributors and this gap will need to be closed
by data analysis to understand this fully. It is also expected that, over the 16 year horizon of the
SSBC, bus patronage will grow along this corridor due to the growth in the population of Wellington
City with an expectation of continuing growth in the northern suburbs of Wellington primarily by
new development in the areas north of Newlands and Churton Park.
Pedestrian activity along the corridor is more intense on Thorndon Quay than Hutt Road primarily
due to the proximity to the city centre, major transport hubs and retail and education land uses.
This can be described a leading to clustering of pedestrian activity around crossing points, on
desire lines and to key attractors. There are several crossing points along the corridor, but these
are clustered on Thorndon Quay and north of this part of the corridor they are few and far between.
On Hutt Road there is a zebra crossing near Rangiora Road opposite a PlaceMakers store which
generates fairly low levels of pedestrian activity. This has been identified as a safety risk due to a
zebra crossing located on a multi lane road being an unsuitable type of pedestrian crossing.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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However, in some places on Hutt Road such as a Jarden Mile there are no pedestrian crossing
facilities despite there being an expected demand to/from the bus stops and employment facilities
located on opposite sides of the road. The evidence of pedestrian demand at crossings is
reasonably clear in the case for change, however there are gaps around mid-block volumes and
some missing or old data that will need to be addressed during the business case development.
However, the evidence presented is sufficient to justify that the provision and form of pedestrian
facilities is an issue that has safety implications and is a limiting factor in making walking attractive
as a mode of travel.
The TQHR corridor has an important function in providing access to the CBD and SH network for
the western suburbs of Wellington. From a wider regional and national perspective the road also
has a key function in providing access to the ferry terminal and as a secondary alternative access
route to CentrePort (SH1 and Aotea Quay being the primary route) as well as providing access to
Wellington CBD.
This is of key importance to freight for the movement of goods around New Zealand and between
the north and south islands. Approximately 400 trucks and cars utilise Hutt Road specifically to
access the ferry terminal during the AM and PM peak periods at present. With the potential
relocation of the Multi User Ferry Terminal to Kaiwharawhara and the operation of larger Cook
Strait ferries, the number of trucks and cars using Hutt Road to access the ferry terminal has the
potential to increase by around 150% (from approximately 400 to 600) in the peak periods.
In terms of resilience the Hutt Road corridor provides an alternative route into and out of Wellington
and to CentrePort should there be a closure of SH1. Although Hutt Road is an important resilience
route, in response to short term incidents on SH1 and other parts of the road network, it is not the
lifelines route. Hutt Road is also an over-dimension route and hazardous goods route.
As summarised above the Strategic Case has analysed the readily available evidence base
relating to the following problems:
▪

Problem Statement 1: Unreliable bus travel times result in a poor customer experience for
existing and potential bus users which reduces the attractiveness of and ability to grow travel
by bus.

▪

Problem Statement 2: The current state of cycling facilities results in conflict between users,
increases risk and limits cycling attractiveness for increasing volumes of cyclists.

▪

Problem Statement 3: Poor quality of the street environment creates an unpleasant
experience for a growing volume of people reducing its attractiveness to walk and spend time
in the area.

▪

Problem Statement 4: High and growing traffic volumes combined with high speeds increases
the likelihood and severity of crashes.

The Strategic Case has confirmed that these problems are significant, and worth addressing, and it
is therefore recommended to proceed to the next step of the SSBC.
The next step is to progress the SSBC, which this Strategic Case forms part of. The Strategic Case
will be updated with additional evidence where gaps exist as the project progresses.

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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Appendix A
Safety Analysis

Thorndon Quay Hutt Road
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